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Tony Aaplar’s IcfemaLicnaf Gcfde 10 Wine and llre Wine Lover Din&s were receMiy published by Prentice.Hall. MaNhw Behrscs also wftas
for Now magtice. Bob Blackburn writes frequently about English usage in these pages. New Brcowick editor and crflic Lacral Bcoce is bookreview editor af the F&%head. Toronto poet Barbara Carsy is a fmquenl Ccntdbclcr to Awks in Canada. Fredarlek I. Case is chairman of
Qw Fmncb department at Unhwsity College. University of Toronto. Saskatchewan writer and critic Paul Dsnham was lormerly the editor cl
the NnWesf ffevlew. Mary dl Mlchals’s most recent beck is Immune fc Gmvify fMcClellaod 8 Slewart). Mark Eward is a Toronto freelance
writer. Cmy Fagac is a fmslacce writer in London, Oat. Timothy Ffndley’s most recent novel is The Tw allies fPenguin). Gideon Fcrman
cocrdlnateS a weekfy radio show. Fwcelkle, cc CIUT-FM ~cmrdc). Poet Susan Gllc~an’s lhe Power fc Move (Vdhfccle) was reviewed in
cur prwiccs issue. Dcc9lar Glow is a novelist currently living in Saratoga Springs. N.Y. Mcnlreal writer John Goddard’s rncfile of Roger Carcn
appeared in our May issue. Wayna Grady is managing editor 01 tfarmwsmifh magazine. paat Phil Hall will be writer-in-residence al the Ganaraska
wrtters’ mlooy this summer. Toronto artisl Dawn Hood’s draWicQS appear tbmughocl Ihe issue. Karl Jlrpens is Ihe edllor of Ram,& magtine.
Nova Swtia vwfter Janlce Kulyk Kasfar’s law back is 7he Parf%Vqfmfi E.xpr’es.5 (Oberon). Bract LadQar’S prcQk cl John Metcall appearad
in cur April issue. Critii and acthcloglst Alberte Mangcsl’s latest book is Evening Games: Chmnicles OlParenls andG%‘dren (Penguin). Kfngston.
Oct., cowlist Tom Manhall’s new book, Adefe aI fhe End cl Ih.? Gay (Macmillan) was recenlly reviewed in these pages. Kan McGocgan is
bcck.rwfaw edftor cl the CalQary f/e&X f’afrlcla Mcrloy’s latesf beck is Krf&k: A 6fogrz,zhy (MaCmillanJ. Dssmorid Mmton is the PrfoCfpal
of Erfcdale College. Univenky of Tcmntc. Paul Oracstlsln’s phctognphs cl literary personalities frequently appear on cur covets. John OuQhtcn
fs preparing a book an how titers can make the best use of word pmcessc~~. I.M. Owen is a freelance reviewer. Maumen Paxlcc is an artist
and children’s book illusttalor. Sherls Pcsnscrckl and Allsac Raid ar8 Toronto freelance writers. Barbara Wada Rosa. formerly of Tomnlo.
cow lw lo Menlo Park, CaMcoda. Rupett Schladar reviews Ccmmonwealth llteratum for Qdi maptine. Mary Alnsli~ Smllh is cur regular
children’s bock reviewer. Norman Snfdsr is the author of The Clwqcg cl fhe Guard (Laster A Orpen Decoys). Joanne Tcmpklw has made
a soaeial stcdv of tbe vmrlcs of Thomas Radddl. Maw D. Trainer b a lreelaocs writer and cualemaker In Port Coquillam. B.C. Vancouver
jocmalfst and bmadcaeler Elaancr Wachtel Is a cootrib&og editor cl lhis magazfce. Nancy WI&n is a Tcmnlc lreelanie writer. Jcsl Yanolsir#
wdtes for the Montreal Gazeffe.
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they or their houses were turned into
clever one-liners (“if I’d wanted shifting
stmcLure I’d have gone to work for
M&S”), bat few if any of those named
in the play appeared in Lhe audience.
The play iP.very funny, but the reac.
tion to it was reserved at bear. Some
reviewers complained that its subject was
too limited in appeal, of no interest to the
public. Or perhaps no one in Canadian
publishins - or in the arts in generat feds quite secure enough for self-criticsl
laughter. Aside fmm poking fun here and
there, Polk, editorial director at House
of Anansi. has something important to
say about the publishing trade. But ths
idea of the play seems to have caused
more stir than the play itself.
Vanity Press revolves around Sonja,
!vho runs the small publUng house
Wolverine, and her son and daughra
Andrew and Billie, who are her sole

employees. Her former husband is also
a major shareholder. Sonja is so intensely jnvolved in Wolverine that she has
confosed herself and the prus until in her
mind she and the press are synonymous.
in the same way fhal she dominates
Wolverine, she has also become unable
to stop interfering in her children’s lives.
Enter Neil. a vouna man with a first
novel abour ‘Yh; Shl~d,” who believes
theonlywaytogetpublishedlstogetlnto
bed with the publisher, who happens to
he ripe for an affair. Then Andrew and
his father try unsuccessfully to engineer
a takeover of the press by gently nudging Sonja out of the way. But Sonja’s
victory is hollow: she rejects her lover’s
novel; he rejects her and starts an affair
wivith her daughter. who resigns from
Wolwrine.
As one might predict. the night 1 saw
it what got talked abouf was not Polk’s

charach7aion of Sonja but the question

of whom she was mod&d after. But the
play is too good to be red&d to sucha
trivial guessing game. if it is TV be pmdoced in oiha parts of the country, some
of the humour may be lost on audleoeer
not familiar with u; publishbIg scene, but
how many of the inside jokes in Shake
speare or Albee does the entie audience
understand? The same crises and tensions
at Wolverine might arise in any famllyoperated enterprise. whether publishing
or auto parts.
All the same, the following exchange
between Soda and ha daoghter was probably the most telling of the evenlug:
SOPUA: God, I hate Csaadlan literature.
BILLIE: We all do.
The audience giggled at the first line.
Roared at thesecond. Perhaps Freud was
right: the troth we fear is what we laugh
at the most.
- hlAI(C c6l2

A woman who expects to have a baby probably will
become a parent. One who anticipates an ap arent birth
can expect trouble from the fight-to-life crow8

RECENTLY overheard a wecan
editor chiding a somewhat younger
one. “it constantly astonishes me,”
said the greybeard, “how many
otherwise literate people persist In
mlsosz of the word scan when whar
they mean is skim. He went on to
explain that to scan something is 10
read it very carefully, and ended:
“Look it up in a dictionary.”
That is asking for trouble.
Although he was correcl. in
essence.. he would have been on fhin ice
even if he had said, “Look it up in a good
dictionary.” 1 looked ir up in six or seven,
of varioos ages and weights, rang& from
the OED to the fairly hefty paperback
1934 Webs&r’s II New Riverside Dirtiomuy. Since 1 must confess to some
times using stun in the sense of giving
something the one--lightly treatment, 1 was putting myself in the shoes
of the cbldee and looking for vindication.
1 found it on the fmt try, in one of my
favourites, the 1952 college edition of
~~ebs&r’sNt?w WorldDichnary, which,
without reservation, says, “4. To glance
at quickly; consider hastily.”
The OW, not surprisingly, has no
truck at all cith lhis sense of &WI. and
my favourite authority on American
English, the second edition of We&ter’s
unabridged, brands it as colloquial. The
19SO O&rd Amerimn Dicdonary gives
an unqualified second place to the sense

in question, while theNew Riverside and
a mld-sized Funk d WugnaUs fall to
recognizeit af all. A collegiate Web&r’s
puts the colloq. tag on it. (if you r&y
want to get confused, ask yourself how
it got here from the root meaning of
climb.)
1 suggest, while in no way feeling
pleased about it, that in 1987 this colloquial sense is the one in which a great
majority of North Americans would take
the sight or sound of the word, even
though it is pracdcally the opposite of the
traditional and useful meaning. So it
goa.
Of course., skim also merits a cbxe
look. it remains an ideal alternative to the
misuse of scan, as suggested above, bur
it, too, is endangered. its mot meaning
has to do with the removal of scum from
the sorfaee of a llquld. This is a somewhat
dlstastefid notion, but the word acquired
a more agreeable aura when it was applied, quite appropriately, to the removal
of the cream from the surface of whole
milk. Thus it acquired a connotation of
eclecticism. One might oow wonder
whether to skim a book is to skip over it
supaftially or fo rettieve its most
valuable content. There’s some help in the
intransitive use. To skim over a book is
to read it superficially. To skip l/mug/a
it is somethlog else. Both terms have
clearer meanings than do the lntrsnsltive
forms.

1 have noticed lately thar people are
doing less expecting and more antlcipaling. That is alamdng. There is no
justlficatlon at all for the use of undc@we
as a synonym for expeel. To anticipate
something is to foresee il. and, usually,
to forestall it. or at least attempt to fore
stall it. it is that seose that makes the
word valuable. srpeel is a good word.
Most people know what it means. That,
1 suppose, ls why some writers shun it.
A woman who expcas to have a baby
probably will. but a woman who anticipates hating a baby can expect to
arouse the wrath of the tight-to-life crowd
not anticipating childbirth.
Ituva~= this before, but notics
ins deaths to appar& heart attacks; and
i am driven to repeat that this might be
the most idiotic bit of journalese ever invented. Sorely it is not an atrocious waste
of time or space to say that someooe died,
apparently of a heart attack. rather thao
that he died of an apparent heart attack.
The forma is one letter and two commas
longer, and 1 don’t think our forest
raserw would become any more seriously depleted were the pre.ss to revert to
using it.
Perhaps we can antlclpate reading
about persons dying in app&ent airpla&
crashes. 0

A novelist for nearly d decade, L.R. Wri ht be an
writing crime fiction almost by accident. % ow s?l e’s one
of the most celebrated authors in the trade

+‘s A QUIET. sun-dxnched morning when 80-year-old
Gcorgc Wilcox murders his 8%year-old bmtbcr-in-law.
Carlyle Burke. He bashes in Burke’s bead with a blunt
iostrumat on page one of l-he Surpecr, by L.R. Wright,
the first Canadian to win the time trade’s most important award-the ghostly white bust called the Edgar (as
in Poe) - presented amnmUy by the Mystery Writers of
America for the best novel of the year. The novelty of
haviog octogenarians es both murderer and victim, the
twist of revealing the murderer’s identity from the start
-&angling the story from a whodunit to a whydunit and the craft in rendering old George the most Likable
and complex character in the book made The Suspect “a spellbinder” (San Diego Vnion). “one of the best books . . . this
year” (Boston Glo&), and “top notch . . . every bit as good
as . . . Ruth RendeU and P.D. James” (People Magazine). In
fact, l7w SuspecI beat not one but two of RendelI’s books for
the award.
Wright, of Bum&y. B.C., has been witlog fiction for abnc.st
a decade. and her boolts have won prizes, respectful reviews
in the New York ??mea, and selections by the Literary Guild.
But it was the Bdgar - won previously by such well-known
novelists as Raymond Chandler and John Le Carr6 - that
catapulted ha to fame. More remarkable, The Suspect was her

first foray into writing about crime. Even before winning the
Edgar she had knocked off a squel, Sleep While ISing, and
this summer she is working on a tbitd mystery, but she also
continues to write “mainstream fiction” -somewhere between
Anne Tyler and Charlolte Vale Allen. Her next novel, to be
published early io 1988, ls Low in the Tempemte Zone.
Tall, composed, at first slow to smile (though her bezel eyes
look friendly), Laurali Ruth Wright, “OH’ 47, has always been
known as Bunny. Her parents gave her the nickname before
she was born. But her publishers complained that Bunny Wright
sounded too much like the author of sports books oi perky
romances. They preferred Lamall; Bunny Wright, who fmds
Laurall “excessive,” opted for L.R. Her current publishers (Viiing in the U.S., Doubleday in Canada) wanted L.R. on the
mysteries and Laureli on the novels, but Wright, who enup
datesclearly but says only es much es she wants to, said: “No,
I’m the same person.”
When she finishes a sentence, Wright stops -staring comfortably into space until you, uncomfortable, rush to ffl the
silmce. The relative absence of mntractioos in bet speech adds
*stiffness, a formality uncommon in a native speaker. We met
in restaurants because she wouldn’t allow me into the suburban house where she does her writing. It has become important to her to separate the personal fmm the professional, and
her reserve coloun her convetLtl. wngh;
sation. She sandwiches her Life
into a paragraph; when drawn
out, she still sbsarbs 10 years in
a single clause. After a couple
ofme&(andeventheseare
spartan: soup, or soup and
salad with coffee), her story is
pieced together something like
this:
\vluoIiT WAS BORN in saskatoon, the elder of two children
of a high-school principal and
a teacher. After the Second
World War her father remained
in the army, so the family
moved around, Uviog lo five
provinces in five years before
setting in Abbotsford, B.C.,
when Bunny was 10. Abbotk
ford, about an hour’s drive east
of Vancouver; pmvided a rural
setting and an early connedion
with nature that surfaces in
Wright’s prose. Her childhood
was “0rdlnary” - playing in
the woods with friends and her
dog. atfending school in a
Quonset hut on the airport
grounds. Some days skunks

under the floorboards would drive the children home early. So

would a ripening strawberry crop, since everyone was expected
to help with the picking.
By the time she was 12, she knew she wanted to be a writer.
The catalyst was L.M. Montgomery’s Emily ofNew Moon, a
semi-autobiographical novel described in the t2@rd Cornpunion lo Canadian Literature as centring on “family traditions,
the adolescent Bmily’s journals, and her Wordsworthian
‘t&ha of creative imights.” Bunny asked her father for
something with bard covers to write in and he. gave ha a book
with the words DAUY JOURNAL on tbe cover. She used it BS a
diary and for what she called “descriptioos.” “If I saw a fire,
awful, vile poetry, txying to describe daffodils and things.”
With Emily as her model, she knew that she wanted to write
books. but by age 14 she bad realtixd that a novelist couldn’t
necessarily earn a liviw. “It was pointed out to me that
newpap& were written-by real pe.o&, so I decided to be a
joonxdist.” She continued to write in her journal every night
&d planned to attend jowmlism school at Carleton I&I&sity in Cttawa. Her only concern was that she might have to
cover gory scenes such as car crashes. so she wrote to the chairman of tbe department for advice. He replied, very gently, that
reporters could not dwell in ivory towers. It was a fear that
Leona, a reporter in one of Wright’s novels, Among Friends,
also exprer5es. Lie Wright, the worst thing she eva has to cover
is a fii.
When Wight was 16 her family moved to West Gemmny,

where her fatber worked for tbe d&me departmmt. Two years
later, he died of a heart attack. “I decided not to go to university when my father died. Tlwe seemed to be no reason to do
anything the way it had been planned. because tbis was such
a totdy unplanned event.” Instead, she took secretarial coors~s
to learn to type and enrolled in night &sses in creative and nontiction writing. At 19. she sold her fust article to tbe Globe and
Mail - about what it was like to be a teenager in Gxmany.
“The only thing I cao rememba is that they put sugar on their
popcorn instead of salt.”
A job at the Fraser Valley Record, a small-town weekly,
brought her back to B.C. in 1959. It aa, right across the river

after visiting a girl-fri& in~onterey she
decided tbat California was a much more sensible place to live.
She found a job in an advertising agency on Cannery Bow sod
became iovolved in amateur productions at the Golden Bough
Circle T&are ill Camlel. Back in vancouver tbe folIowing year.
she joined a summer theabe tmope at the.Univasiry of British
Colombia, whvhere she played the role of Barbara AlIen, who
falls in love with a warlock io a play called Dark oft& Moon.
In the audience was the man she later married. John Wright
thou&t Bonny was “beautiful and serene” when he first saw
her -a serenity that bespoke ‘@at privacy and reserve.” John
Wright was also an actor, and they both joined the Holiday
Children’s Tbeatre.
Though she enjoyed (he camaraderie. Bunny Wright WBS
newspaper work,

acting as a career. For the &t few years she x-irked at odd
jobs, putting her husbbnd through graduate studies in drama
at Stanford and giving birth to two daughters, Katey and
Jobnna, 16months apart. She didn’t r&m to journalism for
almost 10 years, until 1968. when the family moved to Saltatoon. where John found a teaching job and Bunny worked as
a reporta for the Star-Phoenix. She enjoyed “tinding out what
happened and telling people. And I don’t mean dredging out
I suppose. But Itut iransla&& what was happening . . .
words people mold understand.” The following year the
Wrights moved to Calgary, where Bunny wrote for the now
defunct Albertan and then the Herald. where she worked her

way up fmm city haU reporter to sador as&ant city editor.
Throughout tbis tbne Wright never stopped writing her jow
nals and diaries - the joomals for thooghts and feelings, the
diaria more fachml, more succinct, cbmoicling the weather and
geography. Both were a way of processing reality. “It was
necessary. Things weren’t complete or real until I bad pot them
into words. That was relaxation and rejuvenation. I really
wanted to do it. I needed to do it.” She maintaioed bet journals for 25 yeas. As soon as she started to write novels, she
sr~pped keeping them. It wasn’t deliberate - the impulresbnply
“dribbled away.”

; .n”,‘.<>.
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W‘lG”TBEoAN.titig f&o” in the summer of 1976, wheo she
won a Calgary Hemld scholarship to a Baoff writing workshop
with W.O. Mitehell. Her only previous attempts bad been a coopie of cbiIdrm’s stories and, two years earlier. “an intense,
dense, beautifully writteo piece.” says Joho Wright, “con-

‘I was

trying to write, and sometimes the
writing was not bad. But it was all true,
it was all me. It was very depressing,
because I couldn’t get out of that. I was
afraid I was going to be stuck in reality’
ceming the death of her father.” That was “before I knew how

to write fiction.” Bunny Wright says. “I was uyiw to write,
and sometimes the writing was not bad. But it was all true.. it
was all nw. It was very deprusing, because I couldn’t get out
of that. I was afraid I was going to be stock in reality.”
Two things helped pry her loose. Feeling frostrated at Banff
(“I just couldn’t fEore out how the hell to do this, to write
fiction”), she called John, who advised her to pretend. jest as
she had when she was acting, to be aootba person. That kind
of acting - witboot an audimce - suited her tine. A second
tip was what Mitchell calls “sense memory,” where one tries
to recall an incident, second by second, drawing on alI one’s
smses to evoke it.
The most powerful memory for Wright had occwed when
she was eight, when she WBO attacked by a large German
shepherd, wbicb bit her ear severely, koocked out a tootb, and
cut open the back of her head. “It’s amazing what you can
remember,” she says ‘I- the dust in your mouth, rolling on
the dirt with the dog on top..The silmce -he was& making
any sound. but I could hear his pmling. It may not be an acarate memory, but it is so strong that when you write it, it’s
absolutely convincing.” In her second novel. TIrePovourire (in
part the story of a (emage girl’s coming to terms with her
father’s sudden death), the central character, eight-year-old
Sarah, is attacked not by a dog but by a classmate: “She aimed
herself toward the sidewalk, and started to move her feet, one
after the other. She knew that ha body must be broken into
hundreds of pieces. It wasn’t falling apart because of her sldn.”
Despite the attack, Wright has never stopped liking dogs. She
now has two poodles. (“It wasn’t bis fault,” she says. “He was
a watchdog and I disturbed him when he was eating, which was
really stupid.“) In her latest mystery, Sleep WhileISing, which
opens with the grisly slasbii of a young woman in a dark
woods, the lrdlnow assailant later slits a dog’s tbmat. wright
says it was harder to write about the death of the dog than the
woman. “Both bothered me to write. but tbe dog bothered me
more because at that point the murdere.r was very uncertain as
to why he was doing it. The fust tbne, he thought he had a
reason. The second time, he was feeling, ‘My God. maybe this
is ai awful thing I’m doing.’ And I felt that too.”
While she was at Banff, Wright started her first novel,

,

Neighbourn, which deals with the helplessness two ueighbours

experience as the women next door gradually goes mad. “At
that time,” says John Wright, “Bunny was very concerned with
ths dlffcuky one human being has communicating with another
- that we are each of us, despite our best attempi. truly alone
and isolated in the world. Also around that time she had titteu
a series of articles on mental health for the Herald. And,” he
adds, “there was a nutty neighbour who really es&ted.”
Under the terms of hex scholarship Wright was obliged to
spend another year at the Herald. during which she found it
impossible to continue the novel. But in the fall of I9l7 John,
who had been doing some freelance direcdng, took a job in
educational television in Edmontonton, which freed Bunny fmandally. During the last four months of the year - iacludIng a
couple of weeks when shs locked herself la a hotel room, away
from family responsibilities - Bunny finished Neighboum in
time to enter the Search-for-a-New-Albeaa-Novelist Competi-
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Room of One’s Own, il quarterlyjournal dewted m crxivc
md aidol wirings by women. invtru submtionr for P spcial
irruc: “Working for I Living.” to be publisbcd Summer 1988.
Poetry, sborr ficrion. graphics and wiews (query fiat for
revtern) should be rem with SASE co %rking for a Living,”
Rwm EIJOIIC’S Own. P.O. Box 4616O..Snrion G. Vancouver,
B.C. V6R 4G5. Deadline: 38 November 1987.
.

coNTAc!rPRINTs:
An smateur photographer
takes a teaching job in a
commuuity of James Bay
tree. He observes the tensions and eccentricities of
the community dispassionately, asifthrough a-era
lens, but he is soon drawn
into the turbulent lives of
theCreeandhisfellow
teachers.

rewrite. I don’t think I’ve written
any book fewer than four times. I work
long hours. I don’t mind reworking and I
don’t mind cotiing. Nothing is sacred
after you’ve worked for newspapers’

prlae publication,
was
$1,500
from the province. It took
Thanksgiving of the following
year to hear from Doug Gtbsou at Macmillan that she had won.
I n
t h e
meautlme
Wwurite. Her novels begin with a visual image - a flash “of
somebody dolug something. That’s sJl there is - just that
image. Thea you write to find out what’s happening aud who
these people atx and all that.” With The Fmurle, it was a
woman (it ended up as a young girl) trying to get away from
in a k i t c h e n , s this
h e k n o w
hit i t w i t h a f rasy i n g p a n
Originallyshe~dthenovel~cHmcnling-_eyounggirl,
father, with
ticularly close
relationship.
Ths m o sdifficult
t
Macmillan and McClelland &
being
before
Turnbull, her e d i t o r a t D o u bWright
Janet
l e d a y , s e a t
22page.sblgle-spaced letter suggesthlg revlslons.
“1
pleased.
rewrite. I d o n ’ t t hwritten
ink I’ve
times. I ’ m f a s t o n c e I and
g e t write
s t a r t e d ,
long hours once I
get
mind rework&
mindcutting. Nothing
after y o u ’ v e w o r k e d ’
newspapers.”
CIUY’ICAL REKTt0N to The Favourite WBP mixed.

New

as “a graceful
stylist

hise for CONTACI’ FWNTS:
‘:..amsrvelousblackcomedy...”
(BDBEXT WMVER)
“. . . gritty enough to act as an abra@ve on our
conscience and funny enough to be entettainiug.”
w~~~4ivt FRENCH, l7ze Globe and Mail)
$1995
Available at good bookgtoxw everywhere

from DQUl5lL~Y (ZANADA

bar acontagtous
ordinary,”Ada&l a t
t h e
T o S&u
r o n t o
Wtlliam French at the Globe and Mall not only savaged The
Fawutite but took the opportunity to question ths earlier novel
-%htch isn’t exactly
up there with ths Prlx Ooncourt,” wote French, “but it has
a certain cachet in

literary mmpetitibns i general
n
suspicion t h a t
Western separation,
isn’t such a bad idea.” Nevertheless, U.S. paperback rights to Favmuite w e n t
S2S,GUO,Literary G u i l d p a i d a n o(int h e r $ 1 8 , 0 0
case, Wright Wright WBP a l s o mid
received
925,000
advance f& hw next novel, kmo@hds. mm&l to si,OOO
for The Fmxuile.

By 1980 Wright had moved to Vancouver and was well into
aroon~ three CaIgary Amen, all of whom work insome form
of journalism. who know each other hot atx seoarate. “Bven
th&gh they a& friends,” Wright says, “I w&d them to live
parallel lives without really too&ii.” Wright has never lived
alone., but that private part of her understands a solitariness
that almost all of ha characters experience.
\Yh~she~vashavingtroublewithAmo~l;rffl&shedgided
to write it three times fmm three different points of view. The
she retained that Radwmcw14ike stm&e.. It’s a” intelligent;
low-key book that lacks tension perhaps because, despite the
individual perspectives, there’s still a strong smse of detachment. To a lesser extent than The Fqvounle. however, it is
marred by the occasional bit of owwitiog: “Christmas didn’t
beckon her with silvery seductive fingers this year.”
Her best-plotted and best-written novel, T/z Suspect, is
somm completely different. Wright had always been a” avid
reader of mvsteries la character in Amone l+ien& carries
around a R& Rend& novel, one of Wrigh& favowites), but
her oublishers had discouraeed he; from witine crime fiction.
In f&t, vzhen she began T~&~Jc?c~, she didn’t&tend to write
* mystery.
Her starti”g visual image was the opening paragraph -two
old guys. shwx on the head - although she \vasn’t yet sure
it would be the fust scene. The idea emerged from a conversation with friends about the adventures of elderly people they
knw. “Mymother had just decided to hii around Aostmlia.
Someone else we knew, at the ripe age of 76, had soddenly
rushed off with somebody else’s husband and they were holed
up in a suburban motel. We were maryelling about this and
thiiki”g how if you’re capable of something when you’re
yoonger, you’re capable of exactly the same sort of s~$tcl
when you’re older, including murder. I didn’t ~unem
having heard of a” old person killing off another, hot I fgwed
it would he interesting and quite possible.”
When Staff Sergeant Karl Alberg arrived on the scene to investigate, Wright suddenly realized she had a mystery on her
hands. Who would fmd the body? What would happen to
George? How would he deal with the police? As the cliche would
have it, the hook acquired a momemum of its own.
Alberg, Wright’s sleuth, is a bii blond fellow, 44, thickening *t thikist;m”uy sepmted fto”l hiswife and two almost
grownnew
daughters.
Se&&,
to the aHe’s
picturesque rural
&insula just north of Vancouver, accessible only 6y ferry.
Wright decided to set her mysteries there because it was a place
she knew well from visiting her in-laws over the years, and
because of the ferry link it was a self-contained, somewhat
is&ted community. The third character in The
is the
throuah the oersond (aadss t r a t e g y emdoved by couole
a
of

Wri&t’s f&nds). C!assa&a is i&n &wnher bo&“g
romantic interest in Alberg and her dew affection for the P&X“al George Wilcox, them& who wield&l the blunt instm&nt.
When The Suspect arrived, Doubleday New York, accostomed to her novels about troubled women, were horrified
(though Wright’s editor loved it). They wanted to hold off
rmblishine it until her next “serioos” novel could aooear in
-&awn. %ight promptly switched to Viking (stay& with
Doohledav Cansda). The Sum& v/o” the Bdaar. WBO ootioncd
for moviirights. &d foreign rights were sold in Jap&, Italy,
Sweden, Denmark, Engkmd, and West Gemmny.
Wright started a ne.w book about a bmke” marriage, Love
in the Tempemte Zone. but found she wasn’t yet ready to write
a mainstream novel. She wanted to write “another Alberg
book.” The result, Skp While I Shag, is less successful than
story, t&e aren’t enough suspects (evm though Wright r&rote

it to add complications) to keep the reader fmm solving the
mystery wll before Alberg does. More bnporta”t, the central
focus now is o” Alberg. who is a far less interestiog character
than George..
For her third mystery W&t again plans to reveal at the
outset the identity of the murderer. “I don’t Like to think that
part of my objective is to keep people fooled. I delibern@ tried
to do a traditional whodunit and it was not as satisfying as The
Suspect.” Her daughters, 21 and 22. identify with Albag’s and
want to “lake a” appearance in the “ext book. “They have many
suggestions as to what I can do with them.” She smiler. “I’d
like, to mcoonter his ex-wife too, but I don’t know if I will or
not.”
Another clue is that the villain will be a sociopath, “someone
devoid of all cmwience and.aU guilt. That i”terests me a lot,
to see what a person like that would be capable of - not havi”g
to worry about the things that constrain most of us.” Mentally

Writing, says Wright’s former husband, is
her natural form of expression. ‘When she
wants to say something, she can best
say it in writing. When she wants to
learn something, she heads for the library’
deranged people figure not only in Wright’s mysteries but also
in two or three “w.instream novels. She offers no explanation,
other than her early jounmIism on mental illness, and she’s
disconcertingly uncoa~cioua of mting the two “had guys” in
her mysteries both latent homosexuals.
watowr IS A disciplined, at times regimented person. When
we’re vying to schedule our nmt meal together, her time is
hooked with such chores as food shopping, buying a present
for a relative, editing a mtiusaipt through the wezke”d. When
she started witi”g ftdl-tbne, she forced herself to the typetiter
at 10 each morning and worked until noon,reruming for two
hours in the afternoon until the girls uune home fmm school.
Now she doesn’t have to do that “becaw I know it’s going
to get done. and just as quickly overall. Some days I work very
short periods and some days, wry long hours. Some days I don’t
work at all. and then I fed guilty.” To overcon~c the isolation
of writing at home, for a few months this spring she has been
working in commo”ity relations at UBC, \vrithlg pMs relw.5es.
When she and John separated a couple of years ago, she also
started taking philosophy cotnxes - because she’s interested
in the “big questions” - toward a bachelor’s degree.
By our third meal she is both warmer and more exasperated
thanbefore.. Ire~baalinefmn1?7tePizvoutite-somethb1g
about feeling lightly jostled by a porcopi”e. We talk about what
people get out of books. John had said that wvriting was her
natural foml of expression: “when she wants to say so”lethblg,
she can best say it in writing; whe‘never she wants to learn
something, she heads for the library.” Her intention, however,
is not to teach anybody a”ythi”g. She wants her readers to elljoy
themselves. “The bit you can do is caose people to recognize
tbunselva or hits of things that happen to them, because we
can’t tell each other anything new. Just to be reminded that
we’re all in it together.”
She finds the work of writing much easier “ow (l‘There’s a
certain amount of acquired professionalism after writing six
books, which is comfort&“), and the mysteries are easier work
than ha other novels. “I don’t quite understand it,” she says,
“because I become just as involved with the characters, but I
write with a lighter heart when I write mysteries. After you get
to a certain point, it’s not like writing wie your own blood any
more.” q
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‘She knew the rules. Hell, she made the
rules. Men like to fantasize about meeting women
of character, but the real thing is scary’
By Doug/as Glower
UGM “eighbourhood dogs
breaking into the boathouse for
which 1 had lost tbc key. Inside it
was black as a licorice stick. I
yanked the light cord, and the bulb
blew out with a pop. I had placed
boards over the boat slip to make
a floor and piled lamp cartons
around the walls up to the rafters.
A little mountain of Styrofoam
packing chips had leaked out onto
the boards. I umolled a” old sleeping bag for a bed and mmposed myself
for rest. I could hear ihe Gulf of Mcxlco
lapping at the boathouse struls inches
beneath my ears.
I closed my eyes and thought about the
day: it had been averagely disastrous. I
was empty and discredited, my fragile
philosophy in tatters, my unreasoned
code as full of holes as a sponge. Yet it
could have been worse. When you touch
bottom, you get a scrape, but it wakes.

you up. At least you know whcrc you arc. To tell the truth I
was getting excited. We ought to pray to be.re.Med. I thought.
RcsIstcd to the bitter and.
My body and brains had taken so much abuse in the past
24 hours :hat it wasn’t long before I fell asleep. I don’t know
how long I stayad like that. But when I awoke, the darkness
was exactly the same shade of black it had bee” when I shut
my eyes. My mouth was full of Styrofoam: I felt Like a ma”
in a box. There was scmconc beside me.
I threw up a hand insdnctively to protect myself. It eamelnto
contact with something soft and spongy. I felt around-a little
knob at the end. There was no doubt about it. I was touching
a breast.
My heart leaped like a trod.
“Lydia,” I said.
An clicn hand came c.“t of nowhere. Wham! It caught me
right across the nose. I thought I was bleeding again. I was
srunncd.
My fingers scouled tentatively in ever-inere&ng circles
around Ihe breast. No one tried to stop me. I quiclrly located
the other breast. The hvo of them were suspend& above me
like fruit. Thcra was a bit of clavicle and neck about wheze you
would expect them. And down below I was able lo stick my
pinky up to the second knuclde in someone’s navel.
I was a llule disoriented, waking up like that. the slap and
all. But finding these anatomical landmarks in the right places
somehow gave me confidence.
“Dang -7” I said. without being able to finish.
Thls time the hand had become a fist. It came in under my
left ear. My ear was ri’nging. My head ached. TEny red flashbulbs
exploded inside my eyes. I had been dead wrong twice. It made
a man lose heart. I decided to keep my mouth shut and await
developments.
There ware knees on either side of my hips. The hand, or
maybe it was the hand’s’paxtner, reached down and began
rooting around in my draw-strings.
I was prompted to speak again. But tbc hand came down over
my mouth, gently but fkmly. The” I felt someone’s rvdrm breath
against my check. A kiss. The hmd had RnPhed fumbling with
my pants. Her body pressed down. mol and anxious and dry.
I didn’t mind.
All around us were the cardboard cmtcms coaabdng the
Stamper lamps, fruit of mylabour, hope of my future. On each
of the boxes there was a logo I had designed myselfz a generalized hand pulling a generalized lamp chain and the words
AND SrAwER s*m UNm THE WORLD.
L.Er THERE BE LIOHTl
But wc couldn’t see than. The Styrofoam cblps squeaked undex
my back.
I had met Colonel Parkhurst at Abe’s Bar % Grill on Linn
Street in Iowa City one hot Saturday afternoon while I waited
for Lydia to get &rough visiting her obstetrician in the medical
arts building next door. He had bought me a drink and showed
me a smudged business card. No address. No phone “umber.
Just PARKHURST/~~~~IONS. He looked exactly like Sidney
Grccnstreet in The Makae Falcon, smelled of mothballs antl
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infrequent bathing. He asked me how I’d like to get in on the
gmund floor of a million-dollar electronica deal.
I wasn’t a lampstand mogul by nature. let me tell you. But
my wife was big with chill. Not big, titanic. She went in and
out of moms like a yacht in full sail. Across the parldru lot
was my only source oisteady income, a blood-trm&ion &nic
where I made 972.50 a month donatiu the maxbnmn allowablg
number of quarts as often as medic&y possible.
Parkhurst had a patent bn a process by which liquid plastic
could be made to mwmble marble.. I suspected this &s mostly
bartalk, repeated a hundred times in a hundred deaf ears. But
he used words like “minimal downside risk,” “on-line capacity,” “consumer research,” and “aesthetic component.” The
words thrilled me. He was off&m 50 oer cent in return for
a small infusion of “venture cap&L1’ _
To tell the truth, before I could see the drawbacks. I WBS
hooked. It was a edmpmmlse, business with art. Aesthetics
would play a key role, I told myself. I w&Id shed light in dark
corners while malting money to finance Lydia’s astonhhing
Fecmxiity. I shook the colonel’s hand on the spot.
You may well ask where a penniless art student with a prcg“ant wife. already maxed-out cm sludent loans and with no prospects, could find the necessary investment capital. I did it the
American way - I sold drugs. Walter Hebel was my best
customer. With Parkhurst at my elbow and a wad of cash in
my back pocket, I bought a suit, leased a BMW, looked at
building. purchased machinery. drills, vats, saws. lathes,
polishers, Found suppliers, retail outlets. We threw away the
fust dozen batches of congealed plastic marble because it was
either too brittle and crumbled or it .was too soft and melted
when a lightbulb was inserted in the socket and turned on.
Parkhurst called this “tooling up.” I was impressed with the
vwrds.

From the start I knew we had a hot item on our hands at lamps in abstract shapes, moulded in plastic, veined to look
like marble. Green. blue. wine. and cherrv. Granted the earlv
orders were small 1 a craft sioq in J&y city, a gift shop
in San Dieeo that catered to off-dutv naval uenonnel. Lipnick.
the czar o~parld@ot mt - but I l&v &whole thi ~ouki
gain momentum.
I rarely saw Lydia those days. She had Failed to sympathize
with the lamp project from the start. “Anal retentive” WBS her
only comment as I gloated over balance sheets and sales pmjectlons. “Feces fuation” was what she said as 1 ran my fingers
cwer the oily coldness of a brand new second-hand industial
jig saw. She would lie in the backyard in her undapants, letting
the baby feel the sun, looking like a lizard that had just eaten
a small dog. She would say, “Lilten, capitalist pig, you can
hear our baby.” But every time I put my ear down them it
sounded like triplets.
I had made IIIV first delivuv 10 Liunick. shiooed lmmx UPS
to San Diego ani New Jersey: wvhen’P&mrs~hit me \;ith the
small print. I was stunned. He had included a buy-back clause
in our partnership agreement - he could purchase my 50 pu
cent of the company any time during the first year of operation with payment in kind (with lampsl). He hired a Ryder truck
and delivered 3.000 Stamper lampa to the Governor Street
duplex. They were in the yard. They were piled on the stairs.
They filled the living-room. I had to get Rev. Penney to open
up the church basement to take some of the overflow.
I tried to hide the whole thing fmm Lydia while I thought
of a way out. But this was impossible. I mean them wem a lot
of Stamper-designed lamp cmtes. She opened one on the way
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lady of the boathouse. But, inevitably, I would catch myself
thinking of the lamps at the strangest time% The actual
mechanics of sex are simple, as you probably know. By and
large even the most inattentive lover can perform passably if
his partner is eager enough. Peter-George, as always, was avid
as a ferret after a rabbit to get into her hole. Meanwhile I tried
to measure distances with my palms in an effort to arrive at
an estimate OF the ovemJl length of the woman. But even at
the height of passion she was conscious enough to slap my hands
away. I closed my eyes and tried to imagine what colour her
hair was from the smell. Pointless.
It v/as a mystery all right. She was aJl darkness and heat, this
woman. Her breath was like melted honey. And her pussy
sucked up Peter-George so strongly that I Feared For his return
From that humid passage, that human labyrinth - my Persew.
But in all that drunkenness of arms and legs and heaving loins
there remained also some essence of the act that was not just
a proof for the inevitability of lust. I was there; she was tbere.
Whoever she was. We cleaved to each other. Her hair was the
colour of night and I could see sparks fly off it. She was all
Female, all kindness and accmnmodation. Our Ups Flew like batwings, finding each other by sound and feel. And we said not
a word after my rust wayward gEetIngs.
When we were done, she lay beside me, her chest rising and
Falling like breath. I pressed my hand against her ribs and felt
them rise and Fall. She left it there. I stayed awake, rmcdved
to awalt the moon and by its rays solve the mystery OF her ldentity. But I was too much satisfied and too fatigued by my cxerlions, and before long I slept.
An hour, two hours. passed. Perhap she was apleep as weU.
She woke me with her hand.
“Who are you?” I asked.
“Sssshhhh,” she said. It was the fust sound she had made.
“I- have we met somewhere before?” I asked. “Because
if we haven’t my name is TuUy-”
“Sssshhhh,” she repeated. This time I felt the hiss of her Ups
as they trailed down my chest, across my belly, and tickled my
pubic hair.
“Will 1 see you again?” I a&d. “Can we make a date7 How
about a cup of coffee? I’ll meet YOU. I’ll he wcarin~ . . . ouch!”
It was a-playful nip. The k& was firm. She k&v the rules.
Hell, she made the rules. It w init.ating. Men like to Fantasize
about meeting women of character, but the real thing is scary.
1 lay back, thought about lamps, resolved not to be an easy
lay. But Peter-George was after it agaln. He was out of control. The dark lady took hbn by the neck and rammed him home
like a professional bull breed&, settled in the saddle with a sigh.
eaxd herself, rolled her hips. We were away.
It was better than the first time. I don’t know why. Maybe
it was because we knew each other now. I really wanted to talk.
I’m usually the one to be mum, but the situation intrigued me.
She was sitting on my belly, her hands on my shoulders & watching position. What could she see in that darkness?
What did I look Uke7 It wasn’t flattering. To be taken blind.
I could have ban a bald, oneeyed harelip and she would have
loved me just as well. I opened my mouth to speak. She put
her fingers them. I liked them; I worshipped them. She placed
her hand over my eyes. closing them gently. The hand was cool.
It seemed to vibrate. I wanted to close my eyes. I wanted to
leep again. I WBS dreaming the hand. I was dreaming the
voman.
Later,

Few steps. It contained; wine-coloured saUb& in plastic
marble. I was pretty proud of it. When she opened the box.
I had a feeling the day wasn’t going to he a complete loss. Which
just shows how wrong you can be.
I tried to stifle such negative memories while I dealt with the
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I woke and she was gone. 0

Lhwglas Glow’s short-story colktion. Dog Attempts to
Drown Man in Saskatoon, published by Talonbookss
recently won a LitemryprCa Gmup Writer’s clroic? Award.
Hip new novel, The South Will Rise at Noon, is to bepublished next year by Penguin Canada.
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Far from maltin him a one-note performe[,
Don McKay’s o !session with birds leads his poetry
in peculiarly Canadian directions i
By John Oughton
Sanding Down l’lds Rocking U&sir oa
n Windy Nighl, by Do” McKay;’
McClelland B Sle\varl. 112 pages. $9.95
paper (ISBN 0 7710 5542 0).
MANY OF CANADNS most “orable msle
poets have been celebrators of thenxselvcp.
Layton. Acorn, and Purdy made their
own pasonalities the toucbsrone of their
art, and thins antithetical to their own
e.xp&“ce are elthm ignored or attacked.
BY contra% Don McKay emlores the
\&Id, erpe&ly the “ah&l 04. I” do&
so. he reveals hlllfobllauelx through
the i-es bls pmeptions~ca& and the
music hi en~otions make with thrm, we
see something of the ma”.
McKav’s fifth and mwious collectiou,
i?irdingorD&re. W&I him enthusiastic
reviews, a nomination for the Governor
General’s Award, and the auentio” of
many other poets. Yet despite these
plaudits McKay, a professor of EngXsh
at the University of Western Ontario,
mnains resolutely unchanged as a wrker:
idiosyncratic, learned. elusive, wry, and
unassuming. (He declined to be interviewed by Books in Canada, apparently
feelis that bis work, “ol his life, is what
should be scrutinized.)
If there seems a peculiarly Canadian
quality to that kind of modesiy, it’s no
accldent. One of the wonderful qualities
of McKay% new poetry is its unquestlonin& unforced Southern Ontario Canadianness. Fragments of French leave” his
lines, the subliminal effect of all oux years
of reading the other side of cereal boxes
and gwemmem forms. I-Ill poemr speak
of industrial softball leagues. hockey
games, winter driving, white-water canoe
ing. and the migration of geese. He can
alsa whip an l”splri”g poem out of a” eucounter with a chainsaw or Via Bail.
The typical McKay poem takes such
mundane elen~ents and dectrlfia them
with perception, precisely as suggested in
these lines fmm the serio-comic “Le
Style?

Although fllghtlass and lowly, the
chicken is still a bird. and buds remain
one of McKay’s chief impirations. Far
from malting him a one-note performer,
McKay% or”lthological furaton takes his
poetry in many directions. Birds achieve
moments of pure grace in his poetry,
resembling angels (who also - ln
McKay’s imagery). Complete in themselves. free of apparent an&+.io”s beyoud
flying, eatlug, reproducing, and singing,
the “erfection of whal McKav calls their
‘*m&s” makes a commentary on the
comple.%ky and confusion of human
patterns.
“Blli~” in the title of his previous
book. althou& literally rhe term for birdwatching, also suggests the state of being
a bird. Despite all the birds he fkw in his
binoculars, McKay is convinced there are
birds of pure metaphor, who will always
remain qnseen. Birds. who have so often
given poets images of flight and
tmnscpndence. also donate their feathers
as pens, which McKay recalls ln “Talk’s
End”: “My tongue would feather
a/curve into the air, so:/ I would leave
you with the soft/end of the quill.”
Too much time in the a& can lead to
a light-headed preciousness. Fortunately,

funny and rhythmic rap.
McKay both celebrates nature and
marks how we consume and pollute it. A
remarkable p&e in this collection ls “For
Laurel Creek,” a mini-epic about a waterway that flows through the city of
Waterloo. McKay transmits the mystic
forces of flowing water and the de&w
tive force of the chemicals and garbage
that cloud it.
A n o t h e r quality that recalb his
previous collection is the great care and
craft he applies to the sound of his lines,
their subtle assonance and alliteration as
well as their reSo”ant images and surprising leaps. As a bird marks out its tenilory
with a seria of trills and wvhlstlcs, McKay
structures his pawns with near-rhymes
and echoes, phrases sounded and the”
turned around.
It is encouraging to see a poet in midcareer who still experiments with form.
The title piece of lbe new book is a long
sequeuce that shills smoothly from prose
to poetry. On the surface, it concerns
sanding down a rocking chair thar once
was painted with a moose and lake scene
by Angus, the wily proprietor of a Northern store. Although much of it ls about
the chamcter of Angus, the sequmce also
makes a key metaphor out of the process
of sanding down the finish to weal the
essence undaneath. the grain. Is that
what memory does, asks McKay, or does
it add more obscuring layers? Both short
story and long poan, this demanding
oiece illuminates and rcsonaws with

rereading.

McKay grounds his lyric flights wirh a
comic sense, as in “Stumls Vulgaris,” a
jokey and free-associating monologue in
three parts for a representative of “the
starlings [who] swept across the landscape
Like free enterprise.” Bqual parts mockingbird, stand-up comedian, and
salesman, Stumls lets his tongue fly ln 8.

The risk in continuing to experiment ls
that one will occasionally fall on one’s
literary face. McKay’s ear and intelllgmce
generally catch him before the fatal
plunge, bul the strengths of the best pieca
in this book make the reader wonder why
a lesser effort like the scattered “Noti
Toward a Major Study of the Nose” was
lncluded at all.
Sonletinl~ recondite, OtleJl fr&lylng,
McKay’s poetry is not for everyone. But
admire a poet who honours his roots. yet
whose writing mow out into the world
rather than inlo himself, wiil prize this
book. Those who argue that free trade
tiil make no difference to OUT culwe
(since we’re already an appendage of the

.I

.

_,_ “-._~- -... --..

land that gave the wurld Jim and Tammy
Bakker) should be required by a private
member’s bill to read this book. No
American could have written it. It is
distinctively aud uaapologeticslly poetry
arising out of the cunditi”” of living
among the varied snd migratory birds of
Canada, nut the amw4encbiag e&e of
America. q

The lv&nf”l D-or of I.ie”tsamtt
Eoruvka, by Josef Skvorecky, translated
fmm the Czech by Rusetnaty Kavan,
George Theiaer, and Kaca PolackuvaHenley, Lester & Otpen Denays, 288
pages, $19.95 doth QSBN 0 88619 128 3).

\Y,T” ~tva SHORT stmies written in the
fust half of the 19th ceatuty, Edp Allan
Poe invented the detective genre. “The
Murders in the Rue Monuc,” “The
Mystery of Marie Roget,” “Thou Art the
Man,” “The, Gold Bug,” and “The
Purloined Letter” established the rules
that would be followed by whole libraries
of
It also created a new kind of
~~ dirciales.~~~~~_~~~~
reader: a reader who knows from the very
first page that he is engaged in a game,
the purpose of which is to be deceived by
the author. If the detective story is to be
judged “good,” it must present a puzzle.
give dues that lead tu its sulutiun, and
make that solution inaccessible until
it is revealed at the very end. The puzzle
may be bloody or psychological; the solution must be both obvious and
unexpected.
While keepiug the reader in its grasp,
the detective story offers to the writer
himself a solid structure within \vhkzk to
work, a structure that allows him to mplore the aature of his characters iu
exacerbated circumstanw - iu this sense
nut u~:e the aarrative fiamewtxk of the
Greek dramatists. With the eacuse of
presenting a puzzle, the wit.3 ca” write
a novel.
For this reason, in spite of being
regarded ss Literature’s pour cousin (as
most popular genres are) and of beiug
accused of “puerile triviality” by puerile
aud trivial critics such as the angry
Edmund Wilson, the detective story cuntinues tu attract not only scribblers of the
genre but also writers whose preoccupation with style and cuntmt has produced
sume of the milestones of modern
literature. Bllety Queen “nce cullacted an
anthology of detective stories by master
writers such as H.G. Wells, Mark Twin.

AIdous Huxley, Ernest Hemingway.

Rudyard Kipling. A similar anthology
edited today would include the names of
Marguerite Duras, Itslo Calvin”, sad
Juseph Skvorecky.
In must cases, these literary whodunits
arc less successful than their lower-class
brothers-less successful BS whodunits,
that is. There are honourable exceptions
- Cecil Day Lewis writing as Nicholas
Blake, Faulkner writing, as. Faulkner,
Borges as Barges aud as Bustus Domecq
- but by and large the titer of tiction,
as opposed t” the writer of detective
tictioa, tends t” forget the importsace of
the puzzle itself.
I realize that I am describing the traditional Anglo-SaXOn whodunit. In
Czechusluvakia, 1 am told, curiously
reminiscent of the development of the
genre in Japan, readers aUcw the detervention of chance-to s much greates
u& the telling of Joseph Skvonek);‘~
Lieutenant Boruvks stories.
Skvuncky wmte the fust batch of these
stories while still in Czechoslovakia, and
the last page of The MounlfulDemeanor
gives the dates 19621965. Once in exile.,
in Canada, he wrote a second series, The
End of LleuIemmt Boruvka, of which
only two sturies have appeared in English,
translated by Paul Wilson: “Strange
Arclmlogy,” in Flngerpints (Iwin,
1984), and “PiratS,” inDerrcmt (No. 51,
Winter, 1985-86). A third volume, which
has not been published in English. finds
Boruvka himself in exile, working as a
parking-lot attendant in Toronto. Sic
transit.
Skvurecky’s undeniable qualities as a
fiction writer shine thmughout the stories
collected in The Mournful Demeanor of
Lieulenant Boruvka, but as detective
stories they fail. Its mysteries are not
mysterious. its puzzles are not puzzling.
TM thrill of the hunt is not there because
the quarry won’t run. There is a blaaddo justi;, to the d~&ctive% character,
nor to the elegance and humour which.
&I ahvays iu Skvorecky. are such aa essential part of his style.
Of all unfair rhings a reviewer can do.
perhaps the-unfairest is to reveal the

not

fair with only one st”ry,wthe fmt one in
this coUec!i”n. An old woman has auuarently hanged herself. Boruvka s&s-the
mystery by deciding that her death could
n&t ha& t&n a suicide because there was
nothing in the vicinity of the cutpse that
would have allowed the wcunaa to climb
up and fix the noose around ha neck. For
a reader of crime fiction this just won’t
do: it’s too elementary, sad the reader
kncws that the solution must nut be obvious. The remaining plots all Iack the

startling
that the c&w of
crime requires, and this is too bad because
Skvorecky’s detective himself is such a
superb ueatioa.
Botwka is the archerypical homo
melancholicus, a creature for whom UCpressions of joy are like stains on a clean
cloth. His forehead is smooth and round,
but wrinkles when he’s troubled, he has
the habit of brushing it gently with his
hand. His eyes are always sad; he blushes
easily and -a drawback for a detective
- he is easily shaken. He apologizes for
his intelligence. moved by an overwhelming desire to make people happy. He
seldom does. He ts also unforgettable.
Around Bomvka mill. as usual in
Skvorecky, a host of extraordinary
characters: nervous women, apprentice

policemen, ceremonious innkeepers,
soulful sax olavers. aooloaetic crooks.
Together ihey pro&de.- a moving
backaround for Bomvka’s disconcerting
mel&holia.

If the characterization saves the plot,
the translation into English does its best
to destroy both. Rosemary Kavao.
George Tbeiner, and Race PolackovaHenley have tried to tam the very Czech
Boruvka into an Emdish aooire. Accord-

ing to them,

things ii c?.eciloslovekia an
“just dendy,” someone is “a ninny,” and

Bomvka must deal with “lads from the
local club.” MY ianorance of Czech is
word-perfect, so I&onot compare their
version to the original, but read next to
Paul Wilaon’r rendering of the two stories
fmm The End of Lieutenant Boruvka,

this tripartite translation leaves much to
be desired.
Translators usually have a choice: they
can either decide to be faithful to tbe
sense of the original, while preserving its
foreign (to the translator) tlavoor, OT they
can translate the sense in such a way that
the reader of the new version will not be
stertled by that which flows unnoticed in
the origioai. This latter option seems to
me by far the preferable, but as the
English version of The Mournful
Demecmor shows us. it can degenerate
into a masquerade. a Cmch text dressedup so as to look English. That a lucid
balaocc is possible is demonstrated by
Wilson’s teats. One can pnly hope that
the next hV0 Boruvka collectioos will
appear over his signature. 0

Jane Urquhart’s exhil&aHn ‘escape’ stories
move beyond reality to expB ore the disturbing Imagery
and tantalizing magic of dreams
By Thnofhy Findley

Storm Glnss, by Jaqe Urquhart, The
Pow~pine’s Quill, 127 pages. $8.95 paper
(ISBN 0 88984 106 3).
Jane Urquhart published her
tirst novel, The Whirlpool, to almost
universal critical acclaim. When it met
with a negative respoose. it teaded’to
offend or bemuse becaose of its imagioative content. In The whirlpool, Uquhart
treated reality with contempt. She was’
clearly a courageous stylist with a uoique
vision - and such witers rely escape
without raising a few hackles. Now, with
.Srwm Gloss, the courage of the stylist is
confirmed and the uniqueness of the
vision is expanded.
Though most of the stories here p&ate
the witiag of Tke Whirbool, the reader

for the artist the perfect image of an
abiding sadness he could oat. till then.
articulate.
In the title stow. a dvhm woman who
has lost - ova-&mew--her sense of
boodiaa with her husband comes to terms
with what divided them. And she does
this by exploring the view from her
window throogh his eyes. At first. she
holds fast to the view -which presents
the shores of a lake - by means of her
own detenobw.d understanding of what
is there. Slowly, she veers as far away
from that interpretation of reality as she
dares. bv trviae to understand what she
sees t~ir&tg~ h& children’s eyes. In beer
mind. she walks with her children around
the &ores of the lake, picking up the bits
of broken coloured glass that lie in

the territory of dreams and memory so
vividly established in that book. Clearly,
this is a milieu in which Uquhart excels.
The author herself describes her work
as “escape writing” and &nly there
is an air of creative freedom in the stories
that make up Slorm G/ass. People walk
in and out of one another’s dreams and
cross with alarming ease fmm the preeenf
into the past. In onestory- “The Drawing Master” -an artist encounters a pile
of Victorian wheelchairs dumped
onceremooioasly out of someone else’s
dream in a previous story. D&carded oa
the one hand by their owners and on the
other by the we in whose dream they
fust appeared, the wheelchairs rrpreseot

emongst the stones thrown up by storms.
She has always called tile-se shards either
w&r glaw or beach glass. but her husband insists it is storm glass, smoothed
and worn by the violence of wind and
waves. This imagery of bmken glass and the characters’ harsh insistace on
what it most be called - provides the

IN 1956,

ic given the chance, once again, to explore ,

band come to’ terms with their lives
together. Its simplicity is worth notiog.
Few writers would get away with acbieviag this sort of profound -iliation
over a piece of g&s, but Urquhart does
it wonderfully well.
One of the stories in Storm Glorr has
already served as prologue and epilogue
for The WhIrlpool. This is “The Death
of Robert Browning,” but it bears
rereadine because of its evocation of
another Time and place - and equally
because of its extraordinary evocation of
what might be called c&tive regret.
Browning, dying, cannot rid hhoself of
the image of ShelIey drowning and he
wishes he were worthy of dying more
splwdidlyhimsel~asifhisdeathwereall
he had to leave posterity.
Other times and othwplaces Ieod their
colour to most of the stories in this collection. Windows and glass are also pmmineat. Some of the characters have oo
names and ail of them e~‘&eamers.
thoogh what they dream is hardly the
stuff of whioh good sleep is made. Storm
GIH is exhilarating pre&ely because the
dreams of which it tells are so distwbing:
disturbingly real and disturbingly
familiar. Most readers will recognize the

d&n. but most will aico recognize the
goiog baeic for&e. Cwaioly, mosiwho
read this book will hope Jane Uqubart
goes back for more again and again. 0
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tie named Constable Burr; Gert the
Whore, who has - you guessed it - a
heart of gold; a” obsessive photographer
named Amhie Minjus; and Atpad Kesselring, a visiting Austm-Hungarian joorBy knnefh IWcGoogan
Caprice, by George Bowering, Viking
(F’engoi”), 266 pages, $19.95 cloth (ISBN
0 670 81207 2).

nalist who romanticizes the West to
further his 6~” career.
The” them are the first Indian and the
second Indian, whose counterparts we enmuntered in Burning Wafer, and who
provide a conune”tary on the action. They
play a larger role hem than in the earlier
book, where they frequently yielded to a

tint-person narrator. They’re like the
soldiers in Timothy Phuiley’s Wmous LaFI
ICbm’sor the angels in Robertson Davies’s
Wha:‘s Bred in the Bone (though Bowerfigure who is obsessed with tracking down
ing would shudder at t/tat idea).
L killer and bringing him to justice. It’s
Their conversations 8re absurd, wildly
an old-fashioned western, then-except
unnatistic, deliberately fantastic. One
that the hombres have ethnic identities, Indian asks the other if he has ever conthe Indians debate metaphysical wessidered where they come from. “If you
tions. and the eponymous. would-be
mea” in a metaphysical sense,” comes the
avenger is a gorgeous, red-headed,
reply. “I suppose the Great Spirit sent us
French-Canadian woman who is six feet
here to suffer inferior hunting and landtall, carries a European bullwhip, makes
scape, so that we would be tilled with B
poetry when she isn’t suffering fmm
hankering for the Happy Hunting
vxiter’s block, and has a schoolteacher
Ground.” Later, the first Indian notes:
boy-friend who plays baseball, can’t “The w&em ma” of action believes that
understand her quest, and \va”ts her to
his actions are saving his country, 8s he
settle down. What we have here is an
calls it, fmm the decay of its early pme”bxt&ne”t with a pole”lical subtext mise that set in when life became easy
not a” old-fashioned western but a postenough back east for people to make their
modern one. In drawing attention to the
living without getting dirty.”
conventions of genre, George Bowering
This motif, West in relation to East,
is reasserting the aesthetic that informed
runs through the novel - and not only
his controversial 1980 novel, Burning
in the Indians’ dialogue.. The omniscient,
Warer: “You’re reading a story, amigo,
third-person narrator contributes
and don’t you ever forget it.”
epigrams and some brilliant extended
The plot of Caprice is simple enough.
passages. most notably a lament that
A ruthless American gunslinger named
begins, “By the 1890s the wesl had started
Frtmk Spencer kills B French-Canadian
to shrink.” It e”ds this way:
wangler who calls himself Pete Foster In the a&ace of a mmplete silence we
shoots bbn in the back over a couple of
hear a Mice raying come back. Shane.
bottles of whisky. Foster, otherwise
And hwtbeats. The bell with us. We we
known Y Pierre. dies with his sister’s
aUE,,ropeam IIOW. Now wecan mitethe
name on his lips: Caprice. Thii we learn
books and plays zmd opcia%. We jusl have

gg~ IN THE Canadian West in the 1890%
Crrpriceis replete wilh good guys and bad
guys. cowboys and Indians, and a central

in an early flashback, the narrative having opened with Caprice’s arrival in the

West to embark on her quest. She rides
B beamiful Arabian horse named Cabw,
and pursues Spencer fmm Canada to the
Mexican border and back again. But most
of the “wel takes plaa in British Columbia, in Kamloopa and the, nearby

.

01ianaga” valley.
Here we meet Strange Loop Groulx,
Spencer’s French-Canadian sidekick and
necessary foil; Everyday Luigi, a”
Austro-Italian linguist who works as B

handyman for the local Chinese cornmu& and gets his jaw shot off after performing B” act of gallantry; and ROY
Smith, Caprice’s boy-friend, whose confidence in his own grace and power is such
that “in front of one of his classes he was
not afraid to flip B pencil end over end
and catch it pointed the right wv#y.” Other
characters include a” ovenvdnhr MN”-

to look around in the past and find subjects. lime we will find e cowboy rather

Inventing the Abbotts
And Other Stories
ly SueM7ler
Author of the bestselling novel. 771.e
Gmddtothtr. Sue Miller presents a
compelling gallery of contemporary
men and women with hungry hemts
and dismayed consciences.
$21.50 cloth, 192 pages
,
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Now

in paper!
The IBM

Way

Insights into the
world’s Most successful

Marketing Organization.
-&Bud Rogers with Roger Shook
Over 75.000 copies sold in hardmverl
“‘Should be con the reading Ust of every
manager in the country?-Buinas
in Prim
$12.95 paper, 235 pages

than B businesrman. The west bar shnmk
so much that we cm ger it inside us.
It is awfully dry in the-.
We walk around in our European
clothes, carryine our eastern oewwa~a.%
and we have a little dry something inside
“I.
It feels something like a soul. only too
dry.
Some of us vmuldnt mind seeing the
last of it.
In Cuprice, Bowering distinguishes
fancy from imagination, rejects
motivated characters in the name of fate,
and invites his readers to collusion: “We
can look back to what they [the

The Essential Guide to

charactersj looked forward to.” Old
familiar ploy% Yet the novel differs fmm
Burning Water in another significant pertiadar. Though Caprice the woman is
larger than life - a mythical figure - she

/
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Prescription Drugs 1987
Everything You Need tc
Know for Safe Drug Use

bylames W Lot& MD.
‘Never again will my house be without
the massive. the splendid. The Essenria
Guide to Prescription Drugs.. . master-

tidly ot@zed.“- 7b~toSfw.
$17.95 paper, tables, glossary,
sources. index

Fitzhenry & Wbiteside,
195 Allstate Parkwav,
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never

does anything magical. Bowering

imaghle the ago”i7.A
to th”“&
his nose at realism by introducing, say.

horsesthatsuddenlysoarl”totheair.
some readers \vill “lirs the hyperbole, the
unruly excessiveness of the earlier ep-

hsists

but more subtly
then Burning Water. It till alerm end
alienate fewer readers.
Once in a while Bowering indulges in
comy jokes (“The two riders appmeched
fast, their horses wild-eyed. One of the
horses was brown-and-white. The other
wes whitead-brown”), end his oftrepeated iasistence on “now, or rather
the”,” together with its variations, is an
annoying affectetion (we hoped that be
could forget mis anger] for two hours on
the field this afternoon,, or rather that
one”). But these are peccadilloes. If the
world of Canadian letters were e
classmom, Bowring would be the kid
who sits at the back of the room with his
feet up on the desk, making wisecracks.
Thet’s his chore” pose. Behind the banter
and bravado ispne of Canada’s most in-

teresting

novdists. 0

makes for good reading. But one reads

(at lees& I had to read) for a good hundred and more pages before discovering

what com~ects these remarkable people
whose lives are much more vivid the”
most lives. It is a little like watchi”g a long
end intermittently lively experimental
film.
The connecting link that emerges is the
growth of revolutionan conscioosnesSi”
Patrick, Ondeetje’s chief hero. Prom
childhood M he identifies more sod more
with the exploited immigrant workers,
especially after he lives with Alien, an
actress who has become involved with
Toronto’s Macedonian community. The

book takes on a new coherence end phrpose at this point. and the author even
attanpts quite explicitly, if belatedly, to
justify his meand- narrative method.
Patrick’s life, he writes, Yves no longa
asi”glestolybutpartofammal,whicb
war a falling together of accomplices.

A mm on a bridge, a deredevil who wes
unable to sleep without drink, a boy

Well, yes. And much of this “detritus”
is very interesting (even the apparent
walk-on of Al Purdy es a boy in Tren-

In the Sldn of II Lion, by Michael

Ondeetje. McClelland & Stewart, 244
peges, 522.50 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 6887 5).
THEP.E~ATleest two diffecealtways of
regard@ this book: as a commendable
slid ambitioos attempt at a social novel
(one that might bear eompaisa” in some
respects to e Mat Cohen or e limothy
Pindley work) or z another somewhat
disjointed compilation of those disparate
magical moments. spectacular or bizarre
“speck4 effects,” and vividly compelling
sex ‘II’ blood ‘n’ mck’“‘roU (correction:
jezz) rhythms that have made Michael
Oadaatje somethipg of a cult writer. I
suspect that his “lost ardent fans will
savour the latter book and fti the
former one rather Less interesting.
The novel introduces a number of
potentially interesting characters but is
slow to develop them or to trace cotions between snd among them. Ondastje’s me” are, as always, “legendary” in
their habits, appetites, and capacitieq his
two prin*pal vanen ex strong and sexy
and (es fictional presences) more or less

inw&engeable. These people eventmdly
endago “umemos physical edventora in
various combinations and this often

Coming Through Slaughter. Ondaa(je’s

previous novel. I think this o”e will be
reed for its best passages, some of which
ere es marvelloos es anything he has
written: e nun felting off e bridge but
caught by e daredevil construction
worker; a gag of Finnish lebourers
&et& one river et night with torches;
a fabulous puppet show in a weterworks,
and many more such scenes. Indeed,
reading this novel is rather like watching
some over-ambitious and over-long
Stenley Kubrick film that has, however,
absolutely wonderful mommts. 0

of these fmgmems of a human order.
something ungoverned by the family he
wes born into or the headlines of the day.
watching e fire from his bed at night. a”
ectress who re” away with e millionaire
-the detritus and chaos of the age wes
realigned.”

By Tom Mafahall

end thus a potential artist like Ondaetje’s earlier pmtegonists.
The author’s new expanslvemss is ~II
interesring development. He is attempting some sort of social-historical
panorama - one thinks of B.L. Doetorow’s Ragtime, which was, however,
much more tightly co”stntcted. es wes

energies of the book have. finally, no
necessary comection with class warfere
or the march of history. For there is more
of falrv tele and heroic mmance then of
social comment in the best ss
tibns of thls dreamlike book. The social
messageseem& tinally, somewhat willed
and perfunctory.
I suspect this is because the eutbor is
far more drawn, imaginatively and
drematically, to the emotional complex
of fathers and sons and to Leonard
Cohen-esque variations on the Oedipal
romantic triangle the” he ls to the stroggle of workers and bosses. Or shall I say
that he can see the latter only in terms of
the former. (I write this a little hesitantly
sinoe1amallto0wellawerethatanything
I say about an old friend’s work is
perhaps itseIf suspect gn the grounds of
e possible sibling riveby. Still, I think I’m

setiou;

chemcter, as he himself obse-&s, who
UltimatelY fells es a revolotlo”eN. He
fells for&e best of reasons: he is a &cent
human being who does not reaUy belleve
in violence. He is dominated by hls two
women. one of whom tells him, “You
were born to bee younger brother.” He
is by temperament one of life’s observers,

By

John Goddard

T h e Serrew and lhe Terra: Tke

Iimmting Legecy of t h e Ah I n d i a
Tregedy, by Clark Blaise and Bharati
Mukherjee, Viking (?e”gul”), 2% peges,
$24.95 cloth QSBN 0 670 81204 8).

IN TWS ANALYSIS of the Air India crash
two years ago off Ireland, the authors
conclude that Prime Minister Brie”
Mulroney is insensitive, “white Canedians” ere cold-hearted. end workingclass Sikhs are undeserving of Cadian
citizaship. Clark Blaise and Bherati
Mukherjee accept the deductions of
others that terrorists blew up the plane to
settle a political score in India, but they
contend that Canadian lmmigmtlo” prao
tices of the early 1970s made such a
tregedy inevitable by edmitti”g workingclass Sikhs over professlonel-cless I-Iiodus. The Air India crash is “fondamentelly a” l”mdgmd0” tmgedy with terrorist
overtones,” the authors say. “It is important to see that Canada, for all its highmindedness and self-exemption fmm
blame. bmoght the tragedy on itself.”
Bleise and Mokherjee sey they were
drive” to write the book as a tribute to
the329crashvictims-abnostallof
them Canadians of India” background.
travelling from Toronto and Montreal to
Bombay on June 23,198s. But the harsh
a.lIegetions make e sorry epitaph, pertlcolarly es the authors produce little
evidence to support them.
The authors judge Mulroney “insensitive” for having sent “mispleced” m”-

----_

dolenees to Indian Prime Mister Rajiv
Gandhi, but for all the reader knows,
Mulmney also sent condoleaces to the
family of every victim. The authors
rEpe&dly accuse c2adian embassy oft%

Delhi of being
unhelpful, but wvheaever the offtials
appear directly in the book, they seem to
begoiagoutoftheirwaytoacwmmodate
difficult demands. The Irish police and
other local helpers are said to be caring
and sensitive - “not like white Csnc
dians.”
The book contains no evidence connecdng former immigration pmctic.e-3 with
the crash. The authors interviewed Q man
they suspect was a key conspirator in
sabotaging tbe plane (nobody has been
charged with the aime) but they say he
is fmm a family of lawyers and property
owners, not labowers, and offer no
evidence that he came to Canada in tbe
early 1970s.
Wblle Blaise and Mttldterjee denigrate
others, they maintain a lofty view of
themselves. They say news reporters
rushed to the scene because they “smelled
violent, nnvaworthy Death in the June
gresmtess of County Cork,” whercar tbe
digalfEd authors were “b&ring witwss”
to the tragedy. They were hot so noble,
howaver, as to pass up a chance to
describe some of the ghastly injuries the
passengers suffered when the plane’
exploded and fell 30,000 feet to the sea.
The !v,ords “body” and “bodies” appear
74timesin11pagesastheautborsreview
the post-mortems in almost perverse
detsil, a d&tasteful and hdss reckoning given that local officials had done
eve&& to spare families tbe gruesome
parti.XlarS.
The chief failing of the book is its
amateur level of research and reporting.
Blake and Mukherjee me acco@lisbed
fiction witen but joumalism mystifies
them. They add nothing of substance to
the Air India dossier because they &.n’t
know what questions to pose or whom to
call for msV,er~. when Seymour Iiersh
beganreswcb&hisbookonRmaanAir
LbtesflightOM, shotdownbytbeSc.viets
in 1983. he began by flying to Moscow
for long intarviaws with tbe head of the
Soviet general staff and the Soviet deputy
foreign minister. Blake and Mukherjee
never get BP far as calling the prims
minister’s office for the wording of tbe
condolence telegmm to Gandhi. To them,
politidam are baffling creatures moving
in a v:orkl of shadowy intrigue. “We
know there are larger stories, wheels
witllbl wheels [the main one tlnnblg on
CIA involvement in the Afghan conflict,
the role of Pakistan, and the ups and
downs of Indo-U.S. relations] that only
an investigator with off-the-record contacts can track down.” Much of the book
outlines. the history of tInrest in the
cials in Ireland and New

Punjab province of India, pointing to a
cm&siotl the aldhors refuse to accept that the crash had more ta do with the
racial problems in India than in Canada.
Somewhere witbll the tlab of The
Sorrowami~hsTermrisa8oodbwkttying to gat out. Every once in a while the
readex glimpses a vi&n’s family and is
struck by what extraordinary people they
aI& how imaglnaIively they have adapted
to tbls country, and how much they have
contributed. The authors could have explored the lives of the Air India
psbsagers. using their common fate to
unify a book about tbe Indian immigrant

expexiencs in Canada. Such a book would
have revealed what a tragic loss tbe crash
was for a8 Canadians. which is really the
point Blaise and Mukherjee would like to
make. Cl

By Brent Ledger
A Forest for Zoe, by Louise Mahew
For&r. translated from the Prencb by
David Lobdell, Oberon Press, 141 pages,
SW.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 642 9) and
$12.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750 643 7).

celebntes Its 20th anniversary this y
err yes two decades publlshlng fkrlo”
poetry the Canadian dnma for which
we are best known but don’t forget rh
e 8mgraphy books the best selling cw
kbooks the rock’n’mll blognphy the w
rltings of the Japanese Canadh” journ
alist/morher excuse us while we blow
our WY” horn after all It Is no mea” fe
at mlklng the line between innovation
and esorerlca for twenty years and wi
““lng awards r.vo Gwerno~tenenl’s
lots of Chalmers one Writers’ Choice
and finalists in BC Book Awards and 8
oaks I” Canada Flrsr Novel bur let’s u
Ik about rhe furure like fill 1987 new
books An Error In Judgment: The Politics
of Medlcal COR In on IndioJWhlte Cam
muniry by Dara Culhane Speck and n
nfmol upmar by bill bissett and The go
x Closet by Mary Me& and locsl Boy
Makes Good by John Gray and Gypsy G
sitar by David Mchdden and The Anl
msls In Their Ekinents by Cynthia Flo
od and more but why “or send for a c
atalogue and/or visit us at the CBA a”
d wish us a happy mnlversary.

PuBLIsHED IN pBErxxi in 1969, A Forest
/brZoehastbefeelofthelate198tkTbe
award-winning novel attacks marriage,
enforced child-hearing, and religion,
while elaborating a new ideology of
pleasure and imagination. Th&se, the
heroine and narrator, is pwhap a bit mad
(it’s not really clear just how mad) but
true to the era of R.D. Laing, she’s also

perceptive, loving, and sensitive.
Not that she’s a perfect exemplar of the
’60s. She has no social conscieacepcrsc,
being content to work tbmugh social
issues on the individual level. There is
exactly one oblique reference to Quebec’s
Quiet Revolution: “Mixed schools, trial
marriages, priests absolved of their vows:
a lot of good these things are to us. who
were long ago crushed beneath the weight
of their puritanical follies.” For the rest,
The&se dweIls in a very private, inner
wvorkl, drifting in clouds of revelie,
spitmll a lament for a lost childhood of
intense love.
The object of her once and future affections is Zoe, a red-haired, green-eyed
little demon, born exactly nine months
after ThMse. tit,8 before they’ve
reach& school age, The&e and Zoe have
become lovers. Zne is Th&&se’s ideal:
she’s a pantheistic. anarcblstic devotes of
the sensas. She eats wild flowers and consumes handfuls of live ants. She draws

CONTEMiORARYSTORl!ES
FROM QUEBEC
Edited with an Introduction
by Geoff Hancock

An exciting collection of
new Quebec writing in
English translation.
INVISIBLE FICTIONS
includes 36 stories by
25 of the most original
and entertaining writers
at work in Canada today.
f+zWKr$1
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explicit pictures of adult genitalia and
traces “the antonyms of the words, duIy.
obedience, and purity” in blood-red
letters o” a white kitchen wall.
Long after she has disappeared fmm
-II&se’s Life Zae continues to euthral her

of the no&l, lurking in
Thtise makes love to the women who
follow: Mia the alcoholic piano teacher,

hkie the cmwent school friend, and Isis,

novel’s formal calm; Th&se’s claustrophobic dream is broken and the world
walks in as Zoe walks away.
Tb&‘xe haE lost her myth of childhood
and gained who knows what - a bit of
peace perhaps? It’s a” odd, ambiguous
ending for a” odd, poetic book, the like
of which has not bee” see” in English
Canada since By Grand Centml Station

I Sat Down and Wept. q

il photogmpher tith eyes and hair the
colo”r of Zoe’s. Au of Tlsse’s lovers
are. in fact, dim reflections of Zoe.

“EveryUd”g that comes after Zoe: says
Th&Sse. “is like the rough skctcb after
the fE”ished work.” Zoe,& turn, like all
the lovers. is but a narcissistic emblem of
the woman Thdr&se would like to be “the incarnation of all that I wyas not, all
that I dreamed of being.”
I” this solipsistic world “oue of the
characters, aside fmm Th&&e. has mom
to manoeuvre or grow. They are erotic
icons;, static figures in a frieze on a” Egyptian temple. Indeed the book as a whole
is as much ritual as novel. Nothing much
happens. Potentially dramatie incidmts
- a teenage pregnancy, a husband’s infidelity - are briefly and obliquely
described. There is little dialogue and less
drams. Most of the story ls told in
sl”““lalY.
For readers indined to skip description
Bnd race for the action, the book will be
a disappointment. hSaheu+Forcle.r attempts to capture the texture of the past
in dense thickets of metaphor. And while
much of the time she succeeds, her style
is often obscure and needlessly abstract.
(“Zoe’s untutored instincts and stubborn
wlu came cmshblg against the frail, docile
fortress of my SOUL”)
The novel’s fan”, however - “oulinear, almost tidal in its ebbs and flows
- runs true to the rebellious spirits of
Thee and Zoe. “Anarchy: the tight to
be authentic at any price. This,” says
Th&se, “was all that mattered to me.”
Her cri de coeur infomw the novel. There
is no plot. Characters float back amI fotth
in time, and the past finds its echo in the
present. Long-lost Zoe stands by the bed
v:hiIe Th&se makes love to Isis. A past
rnenage It tmis finds its twin in the stifliug
suburban arrangement of Tbdr&se, her
husband Renaud. and his mistress
Catheli”e.
I” search of a” ““Chanaina %“&!“t
dream,” Th&&se dlsdal”s the ides of

prowing up. Her story reaches a clbnax
ihrough cbm”oIogicaiIegrmsicm md formal expuimentation. When Isis abaudons Th4r&se, Th&&se relives her
childhood loss of Zoe and the “owl, in
tabu the fist aud only bit if dialogue in
the book and when the lovers speak, their
vlords fall like stones. shattering the

.
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By Joel Yanofsky
The Womau Who Is the Midnight
Wind, by Terence M. Green, Pottersfield
Press. 137 pages, $9.95 paper (ISBN 0
919001 33 51.
L-cut ANY PcmJLAR

genre. science mi0”

has its own built-in boundaries. Unlike
other garrs, tbougb, they are almost lmpossible to define. Even if the dacrlptlo”
is narrowed down to include all writing
that “contains a” element of the fantastic,” the Line between science fiction.
fantasy, and tnaglc realism remains
blurred. LabelI& Terence M. Green a
science-fiction writer is similarly
nllsleadhlg - mainly because his new mllection of short stories is simply good
fiction.
The opening story plays on this confusion and it also prepares the reader to
expect the unexpected from Green. “Ashland Kentucky” begins conve”tionally
enough, with its narrator trying to grant
his mother’s dying wish. Her desire to see
her brother agsin has the narrator searching diligently and futilely for an uncle
who has not been heard from for 50
years. However, what b&s as alamnlc,
moving account of a son’s coming to
temxs with his mother’s death turns into
a curious ralc of time travel.
While this unexpected shift in direction
is puzzling, it is “ever jarring. Green
gradually and suceessfldly eases us out of
our logical, QLusbsnd-effect world into
his own odd vision of a tmlverse governed
by mysterious sy”unetties and unfathotnable possibility. RecalKng the strange way
things have developed, the narrator
writes: “I should be upset, but I’m “ot.
I think I figured it out. . . . Things have
to be se&d, or they “ever go away.”
Throughout the book, Green jokes and
exaggerates at the expense of popular
culture. A glimpse into the future reveals
that 25 yeam fmm now Phil Donahue will
stiIl be a revered pseudo-psychoanalyst
and that He”ry Winkla’s portrayal of
“the PO”? will be immortal. I”
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“Japanese Tea;’ Green has eve” mom
very far rem&d from today% reaIity.
.FoIlowtig a” incident in which 50
teachers are executed. the school of the
future is deslgued specificsJly to protect
the faculty from rioting students.
But, more than anything else, it’s
Green’s restrained and understated prose
style that makes his fiction work. No
matterhowwelrdeventsget,Greenmsi”tains his balance, uever explsih too
much. He uses the special effects of the
genre matter-of-factly - tluotig away
lines about “psychocomputers.” “calmdown pills,” and “the Time Reswxh Act
of U)17.“Hischaracterstaketbnetravel
for granted the way we take television for
granted. They don’t exactly know how it
ewy&ylife..
.
I” “Legacy; a man chats with his
father - a mnwrsation made pw&le by
scie”tifK advances:
The attendant. . WCS
me.
scknowledga mc, sad plaea the earphones ou my father’s head. movfne the
elecbodn imo place. . . Lmii forward, I switch on tke microphone,
preparing to speak. This is. by law. my
fnalvisihf”rdlisbthefwrthweeksina
my father wss murdered.

But the technology, here, ls just a gimmlck,ameaustoa”end:swayforGrea
to explore family betrayal and loyalw.
Aliens are treated the same way. They
fgure in the title story and in “Of
Children in Foliage,” but they are minor
P&IS - part of the lamlscapc of the
future rather than au integral part of the
fiction.
Meditations on mortality pervade T/I,?
Woman Who Is the Midnight Wind.
Writing scimce fiction aIlows Green the
Opportunity to extend the discussion

beyond its logical conclusion. I” “fill
Death Do Us Part,” for example., a
woman puts it into her will that she wants
to talk to her a-husband one more time
after her demise. He obliges and, in the
process, learns something that he would

have been better off not knowing-that
marital bitterness is eternal. “Susie Q*=
tells the story of a” astronaut intent ou
suicide. Before he takes his life, he calls
up the image of his dead brother on the
computer. But rather than providing the

”
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two men with a iii.4 chance Lo saay goodbye, this computer trick just raises new
questions about the debt the living owe
the dead.
Ultimnely, it’s human beings that
Green is concerned with. The fact that he
sets hi stories in the Zlst Eentuty or on
B planet called Pantella is almost incidental. People - their emotions, their

dreams -don’t change. In the futuristic
“Barking Dogs” a policemao is nagged
by familiar problems: the bad guys get
away with murder, his captain is insufferable, hi wife is bored with their marriage. Depktiog his savings, he purchases
a portable Lie detector - “a barking dog”
-that he believes will solve all his probIems. Instead it only adds to his personal
and professional confusion. As in all the
stories, Green’s vision of the future, here.,
is of a world, not unlike our own, that

has proaressed too much and gotten too
smart for the people who inhibit it. Cl

By Desmond Morton

Canadian Busia&. by Michael Bliss,

N&them shterprise is probably the most

easily among the most readable.. The
author of two lively books on business
history and two more on Frrderick Banting and the discovery of insulin, BUSS was
brought to this monumental project by
the impired patronage of Syd Jackson
and Maoufacturem’ Life. He has certainlv
given his backers what they wanted. For
all its bulk and mice. business uwole will
be urging thii book.on the u&ot&ted
with apostolic zeal. Never before have
they had a more Literate. informed, or
Canada.

Bliss is a true believer. Capital&m
works best when Adam Smith’s “hidden
hand” is free to grope. Government interference in the market may be wellmeaning or malevolent; it is almost
BUG insisk, can it &nsfona
market
the fact that Canada’s riches are scarce
and jealously guarded. If there is a pattern for the govemment-eorporate par&
nership in BUSS’S mind, it was set 400
years ago when Martin Frobisher persuaded Queen Elizabeth to lend him a
ship to bring back the gold and diamonds
that lhtered the show of the Northwest
Passage. At least Good Queen Bess got
ha ship baclt; no one has seen the
millions spent on Cl&tone, Churchill

’ Forest Industries, Dome Petroleum, or
the National Energy Policy.
Given the market as his guide, Bliss has
no patience with more romantic visions
of Canadian enterprise. Donald
Creiihton’s claim that Montreal merchaok, with their “Laurentian vision,”
were the first true Canadians Bliss
dismisses as “a literary and national%
fantasy.” Nationalism, ancient or
modem, is a special bogey to Bliss. When
Arthur Lower lamented the rape of the

Canadian forest, he was “parroting some
of the industry’s least-informed critics.”
War in 1939 was not necessary to puU
Canada out of the Depression - business
would have done the job anyway, though
more slowly. Far from investing our
postwar prosperity, Bliss insists, the great
C.D. Howe was little more than the
wilfid, ambitious apprentice of the
businessmen he invited to wartime
Ottawa. Their “dollara-year,” incldentally, was fictitious; all were paid at the
going rate.
BUSS is a man of wntmversial views
and Northern Enterprke is fuU of them,
from Semiolsm to free trade. Armoured
by a generation of contmvusy with skep
tical colleagues and sustained by an
impressive familiarity with Canadian
history, Michael Bliss will be prepared to
defend his ground. The fun is about to

begin. 0

McClelland & Stwart, 631 pages, $39.95

cloth (-lSBN 0 7710 1577 1).
CANADIANS .

SO ova self-image dictates,
are not very enterprising. We insure
ourselves to the hilt, lock our money in
pension funds, and hand ovei our
resources for foreigners to develop while
we look for a safe job in government or
a large corporation. We place a
remarbble faith in public enterprise and

lr;-. 7 $12.95

m&e wise& than freeenterprlsers. Why
else would the Mulmney government’
pour billions of tax dollars into General
Motors or a host of tiny oil companies if
not to win re-election?
In Northern hlerprtse. Michael Bliss

0-00894-548-5

tells Canadians a very different story
about themselves.. Canadians have
benefited fmm ao extraordinary range of
enterprise, much of it home-grown. Far

tion, this co&y ha; been fatal for
monopolies, from the Company of New
France to Air Canada. In 1821 the Hudson’s Bay Company had destroyed every
rival and held absolute sway over the vast

Northwest; 40 years later ik diiecrors had
surrendered their charter in despair. who
now trembles at the power of the CPR?
Who has even heard of E.P. Taylor or the
Argus Corporation7
Far from being a predictable bore,
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Steven le E&null, by Victor-Evy
Beaulieu, translated from the French by
Ray Chamberlain, Exile Editions. u)l
pages, $14.95paper (LSBN 092Mz8 33 9).
wiBN A WRIIBR publishes more than 35
books in fewer than Xl years, as VictorL&y Badieu (VLB) has. it is difficolt
to think of him as having laboured over
a single novel for nearly a decade and a
half. But the characters in Stewn k
H6ra!&-\vhichirvolumesixinapmjetted l%volume saga of the Beaucbendn
family of Trois-Pistoles - fust appeared
in a r&it published in 1973. called,
“Wdvoque plus pue le dkenchanlement
de to tdnebre, man sipauvre Abel,” the
six-page flood of words introduced a
young v&e.r named Abel, who sees his
brother Steven off aL Dorval airport then
spends the next several months with
Steven’s lover, Judith, and writing
fmiously at a novel.
Swen has gone to Paris for some
unexplained reason - it has to do with

the Biblioth&ue Srdnte-Genwitve, Jam.%
Joyce’s glaucoma, and Steven’s “incontestable &ing toward sainthood” and during their lovemaking Abel soon
becoma con&ed in Judith’s (and hence
our) mind with Steven. S on even Abel
begins to think heisStev 2 .ifnot Jama
Joyce, and as Judith slips inexorably
away from him. Abel/Steven is free to
spend more and more time on his novel,
which he finally describes as “hundreds
of uoreadable pages.”
The trio reappear in VLB’s 1962 novel
Don Quichotte de la d6manche (volume
five of the saga), in which they are joiDea
by the rest of the Beawhemin family:
father, mother, brother Jos, Uncle Phil,
and sister Gabri&. Abel now is a reader
in a large publishing house, married to
Judith (who dies or does not die in ehildbirth), and is still attempt& to write “the
novel.” In sfeven k HEmult, “the novel”
has become “the failed Book.” As a
younger man, Abel had written a novel
called Steven Ie Hhclui~ that tumed ml

fo be a verbatim retyping of Jama
Joyce’s Stephen Hero (the original title
of A Portrait of the Ail&t as a Young
Mm) - although h.buutt is liter&+
translated as. “herald ” not “hem.”
AbeI’s current master&.. “the failed

Book,” is in facl a verbslim retyping of
Rejean Ducharme’s L’AvalCe d&s awl&
(The Swotiowet SwaSowed, 1967).
Steven, returning from * 1%year sojourn in Paris, finds that his father has
gone insane, his bmtber Abel has become
a kind of fmde-si&& debaucb6e, sod his
Uncle Phil is a mindless alcoholic. If
Joyce’s Stephen DedaJus wanted to
“forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race;’ VLB’s
saintly Steven Beauchemin may be said
to be pursuing similar ends. Abel considers his own attempt to have failed:
Through bh writing he had wanled to
make app+ the Qu&b&ois hero, that
bizarre aealun who, with one foot ever
in the Old World and the otha in new
America, never choosing. has always
wound up flat on his w in the water.
Quebec so&y in Don Quichotte de la
ddmanchc was chaotic but essentially
human; in Steven le If&au/t it is almost
completely degraded and debauched. The
novel, seen in part through Steven’s eyes
after 15 years of exile, is a desperate,
p&mistic study of human corruption.
There is, however. hope. Abel is all but
snuffed at the end, but we are reminded
that Steven may yel herald something
worth waiting for. Volume seven of the
saga. still en p@eretion. is tentatively
called Hktoire de Sfeven; volume eight
will be called La? Liwe de Joyce. 0

SummertiPneoranyEime...
~~iwding is one of yowpleasims,
you Zjind a welcome tlwvelling companion
in Books ill Canada
Canada’s award-winning book review magazine comes to you nine
times a year - monthly except for a winter issue in January-February
and summer reading issues in June-July and August-September.
.Watih for the August-September BooLx in Canada on the newsstands
or in your local bookstore after August 21.
In the meantime, happy holii.
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Arl and Reality: A Casebook of Concern. edited by Robin Blaser and Robert
Dunham, Talonbooks, 240 pages, 512.95
paper QSBN 0 88922 235 5).

fmt presented at a”
international conference held at Simon
Fraser U6iversity in the smmner of 1982.
Most of the authors are North Americsn
critics, academics, or administrators,
although several -such as Jean-Claude
Germaio. artistic director of Theatn
d’Aujowd’hai in Montreal; John Hirsch,
former ardstic dbxctor at Stratford; and
Gottfried Koenig from the Ins&ate of
Sonology, University of Utrecht - have
strong artistic backgrounds. Robert
Irwin, the only artist in the group, raises
important points concerning art as inquiry, and the editors wisely chose to
include the question-and-answer period
that followed. Koenig provides an doquent discussion of the history amipotetttial of electronic music.
Many papers, induding John Bentley
May&, Carl Oglesby’s, D. Paul
Schafer’s, Jorge Albert0 Lomya’s, and
Prrm Kirpal’s, discuss the limits of art as
a vehide that may somehow redeem the
world from the shadow of selfdestruction. Lozoya’s provocative
theories on culture as confUct may be of
great interest to those who are concertted
vtitb the cultural impact of current freetrade talks with the U.S.
Them are some problems. Many of the
essays are too brief. too general, or confirm what is already known by those
aware of pmblems fating the arts. Some
am already dated: they were induded in
the ApplebamwH8bert report, released
after the conference. Perhaps the most
inter&~ were those delivered by hardnosed administrators and financial
experts, which display an applicable and
pragmatic concern for art and reality.
- KAaL JmoaNs
THESE ESSAYS

were

Total Refosnb The Complete 1988
R!bmifesto of the Montreal Automntists,
tramlated Frmch b y
R EUc”a y
mood. Exile Editions, 116 pages, $11.95
paper (ISBN 0 920428 91 6).

mmvering from the
Second World War, Mackewie King was
prime minister, and we were cut&r@ the
United Nations. Television and the baby
boom were in their infancy, and in
Quebec the Daplessis govemmenl was
battling or8mdmd labour. Meanwhile, on
M 1948cANADA was
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a hot afternoon in August, a group of
Montreal artists, including pioneers in the
fields of writing. pabltblg. dame, theatre,
design, and architecture, released 400
mimeOgraphed copies of the Automat&
Manifesto, R&s Global.
The manifesto created a fumr. Group
leader Paul-Emile Borduas was tired
fmm the l!ceole-da Meuble. Jean-Paul
RiowUe and Pierre Gauvreau bbjezted to
Bo&as’s comments on su&aUsm.
Other members argued over tactics and
the purpose of the manifesto. By 1955,
the dust had settled and both the group
ami the manifesto fell from si&t.
It was not until the 1970s that it.5 full
importance was recognized. Members of
the 8mup have gone on to achieve considerable success. Riopdle appeared in
Bmton’s Surwl&m and Painring and
signed a surrealist manifesto. Now a
museum devoted to his work is being
planned for Quebec City. Art historian
Dennis Reid has called R.-?&s Global the
mti important aesthetic statement that
has ever been made in Canada.
Influenced by their Fatmist. Dadaist,
and Surrealist precursors, the
Automatists confronted religion. politics,
and aesthetic theories. They found
justif~ation in desire, a methodology in
\
/

*

love, and a state of mind in &igo. This
is -the first time the entire manifesto is
available in English, though a few of the
works in this collection have been tmnslated and published before. Borduas’s
lead manifesto appeared in 1950, and
Claude Gauweau’s plays have appeared
in Exile magazine and in the collection
Bnlrails (Coach House Press. 19811.
R a y l&wood is a p&e-win&g
translator whose k”owledae of the “eriod
makes him a leading authority on the
Automatists. Ellenwood’s style is lucid
and fluent; he is equally skilled at tramlating the drama, poetry, and critical
theory that appear here. This edition is
beautifully crafted and includes historical
and biographical “otes 89 well as many
period photographs. - KARL mtoa~s
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Bad Money, by A.M. KabsJ, Iti, 224
pages. 519.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7125 1659 6).
so~czwnxt6 IN Bad Money is ,a good

story that a skilfid editor could unlock by
cutting 50 pages. The plot revolves
aroudd three journalists tram down an
international money scandal involving
n?ms and the Vatican, the Russians and
the Poles. the Contras and the CIA. and
a shadowy Mafia group - all archeshated by the fiendish arch-villain. David
Medina in Switzerland.
Everything about this book is excessive:
too much violence (beads explode from
gunshots: blood sprays “like confetti”;
someone has a” eye torn out of his head
and tbmwn on the fire); too much
gratuitous sex (everybody ruts like rabbits) and too many tour guides of wellknown cities like New York and
WashblgtO”.
Excess is not necessarily a fault in this
genre but A.M. Kabal doeul’t seem to be
certain about his Literary intentions. The
novel starts off in a Len Deighton mode
(international intrigue in high places),
shifts up briefly to John Le. Cti (the
slow unravelling of the coven movement
of mo”ey through .the world’s banking
systems -good stuff), and the” settles
for James Bond (murdemus women
bodyguards and getaway boats fmm
secret “mllels.)
The hem is a tiresome drunk named
John Standing, the black sheep of an
aristocmfic virgblia” family, who spends
most of his waking hours wondering if

assistant’ for
in&igative reporter
Cam Kilkenny of the London Eraminer.
The trouble with this book is that the
CL&Imn~onfm revelations have proved
once again that no novdi* call dream up
a better plot than those men in brogues
and Bmoh Brothers suits at Foggy
- 7oNY AaPt.lm
Bottom.
SometImes They Sang. by Helen
Potrebenko,
86.95 paper (ISBN 0 88974 007 0).
POTREBENKO writes better about
workin8-dass and sexual-ghetto-class
dilemmas than any other woman in
Canada. The poor women in her novels.
and the diillusioned sdf-persona of her
poems and stories, am all StnrgBling along
the ddsp~atiO”~ge of slum housing,
single mothuhood, unemployment, job
discrimi”ation. and rape threats, but they
HELEN

I
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still manage to be at times disloyal or
mistrustful of the. various dogmas and
slogans that clutter the air around tlmn.
And they at times are convulsed with
laughter.
Sometimes They Sang, Potrebenko’s
second novel, tells the story of Odessa
Gree”eway who. during the West Coast
recession years of 1979-1982, is
unemployed, &woIved. wanting a child,
walk& a” etemaI picket liae, avoiding
the various bare-traps set by former and
potential male partners, and coming to
ternls with the eco”omic/social history of
her praidc Ukrainian background.
Despite all this, Odessa maintnins your
bzic small-a anarchist position: prove it,
ItTdotiy so, what the hell, suesare, and
Potrebenko has a cutti”g hmnour
sbnilar to Margaret Atwood’s - or. more
accurately. she has the double-edged wit
that Atwood would have had if she hadii’t
polished the edges of it with Harvard
subtletleo. There is a” endearing desperation of saying in Potrebenko that is not
diluted by language games. She wa”ts a
Iif~ her chamc&m wmt money and food,
not the Booker Prize. I love this writing.
It has no stake i” superiority or shock,
and no essmtial is exploited for effect.
At a time when competence rules but
brilliance is rare and risky, Potrebenko
has discovered a nay to v&e from outside Literature. I” this novel, as in her
previous novel, Tuxi, and in her fantastic
poems, she has found a way to speak for
all those women rarely depicted in Art,
or depicted only as cmicatures. I am
thinking of lesbians and renegades:
women outside the academy, outside the
party, and outside the media.
I know \vo”x” who treasure certab~
Potrehmko poems, or who pass on copies
of her books to friends by way of giving
thm comfort, strength, and a chance to
laugh 0rowh their tears. Can there be
higher praise for a” author than this?
- PHtL HALL
Ths Drsmn Auditor, by L&y Choyoz,
Indivisible Books, gl pages, $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920304 63 X).

THE PBOBLEU FIJR~ book of aience UCtio” stories published by a literary press
is that it will likely disappear into deep
space (or a black hole, or whatever).
Diehard SF fans won’t ever find it and
those with literary tasts are Ukely to tom
up their noses. Too bad, because Lesley
Choyee’s likable, amu-, and biihearted stories would probably provide
some pleasure for those who browse the
aisles at separate ends of the bookshop.
What’s most imprmsive about these
stories is their interesting conceits. I” the
title story a tax collector comes to collect

for the dreams he has bee” supplying a
client; “The Loneliness of the LongDistance Writer” envisions a future in
which writing bar been forgotten and
people communicate by “holoversions”;
in “Privileged Information” an extraDoug& outho& seat. instigating the
usual government-scientist clash:
“Look here.” Markran lambssted lhe
civil servant. “You tter down that
crapper, we lose what we figure to be the
fun view of the solar sjxtem from the far
rim of the galaxy. Now I can’t let you do
that. You ain’t gonna have your way this
time. buddy.”
Choyce’s direr and accessible style is
show” off best in “Buddha at the Laundromat,” the kind of fable that brings a
spiritual figure into the mess of modern
times. Too often, however, his style falls
flat, sag&g beneath cliches that don’t
seem to be meant ironically. Like most
literary writers who try science tiction
(Orwell usually beiw their model, as he
these
quite c&y
of his warning about a modern society
carelessly disposing of individuality and

Although there is the occasional infelicitous wordiu and awkwani passage.
in the main the&stories are co”&mil;
told, and succeed in evoking a world in
which good works abound and a sense of
community is possible. A” admirable
feeling of particularity is blstilled into 0is
world 0rough the words to hynms and
the details of food ~rewation. There are
also some genuine& comic moments, my
favomite coming when the nasty suitor
to a friend of Sis’s proves incapable of
handling M@‘s toasted cheese roll-up
sandwiches. e”danger& thereby both his
stand@ in the Malcolmsons’ eyes and his
suit and de.
M.L. Knight does not give us as much
of the internal workings of her characters
as we might wish (for inslance, Thomas

figure in &e title piece, ii obse&d entirely from the outside, and Sis’s emotional development is only sparl~ly
described), but perhaps because this
material is miss@, her fictions have a
child-like sense of wonder and charm.

he.

Some of these conceits, intriguing in
the stories, hold unused potential. One
that could eve” be expa&.d into a novel
is “Renaissance Man,” in .which
memories are regularly reassembled and
heads crammed with factual knowledge
to create a so&y of vacant happiness.
tiyce’s idem make me wish for stories
that are longer end deeper.
- CAav FAOAN
Overlookiag the Red JaU, by M.L.
Knight, Chikle Thursday (29 Sussex Ave.,
Toronto MSS 1%). 160 pages, $13.50
paper (ISBN 0 920459 02 1).
THE% WETFUL. unsophisticated short
fictions, set for the most part in the late
19308, centre on the Malcobnson family.
a likable unit consisting of Edward, a
nlhlister in the Descending Presbyteria”
Church, his wife May, and their children,
Sis and Bud. The adventures that the
ant. I” “Caution& Dmw”&b for
instance, Sis experiences the heady
pleasure of swimming unassisted for the
first time. while “Spii” rreOunts a family
visit to a Christian summer camp. the
high point of which is the spilling of a box
and %&pi& the Newspaper away froi
Sir” describes 0e elaborate measuw
take” 0”e Christmas season to prevent Sis
and Bud fmm discovering in advance
what 0eb prments are. Events so”leti”les
take a disagreeable turn, but bad experiences are quickly overcome.

Dzelarbons: Mythology of the Nor0-

nest Coast, by Anne Cameron, Harbour
Publishing, 120 pages, $8.95 paper (l.SBy
0 924x80 89 8).
AS A CHILD grottig up in Nanaimo,
B.C., Anne Cmneron was captivated by
the Northwest India” creation myths and
animal fables told to her by en Indian
woman named Klophmm. As a teenager,
she asked Klopinum to write them down;
instead, Rlopinum gave her stories to
Cameron, insisting that she write than.
Like the best fables and my0s. each of
these dght tales entertainingly tells a” individuallstic narrative that &o reflects
the intrinsic beliefs and values of the
Northwest Indians. They range from
gently humorous animal fables involving
bir&a”dwhales0mughfmdnistlege”ds
to matriarchal creation myths.
Several stories are varlatio”s on the
theme of maternal love. In “Ta-Naz
Finds Happiness,” a young Fmgllsh
orphan named John Richardson is shipwrecked off the coast of B.C. He is
rescued by Osprey Woman. who believes
hbn to be her long-lost son, and sheties
him with care and love. When the sailors
come to retrieve him, he refuses to leave
his new mother. In 0e feminist legend
“Bearded Woman,” a young woman
grows a beard in order to stake hw claim
on land that her father wishes to leave to
his wastrel ~0”s. The title story is a sombre yet celebratory matriarchal creatio”
myth that relates the many incarnations
of the mythical mother of the world,
- SliEua PosEsoasyI
Dzelarhons.
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cquslly important ones are missing;
where, for example. arc cxpIaoations of
SIedlcam, prbding mticx, blue cyclorama,
electmtdc inrer:. opticaIrs, performance
bonds. television G mtine. director’s cut.
opti& and ma&tic s&d tmck, and
street date? Also notably absent is a
ref- section listing guilds, associations, unions, and services. Though some
of this information can be divined from
the bibliography, a more explicit list or
a full description of the contents of somxc
bo6ks such as The Toronto Film and
Video Guide, Who’s Who in Canadian
Film and Tekv.&ion, Fmme by From.%
and Film Canad,z Yearbook would have
been welcome.
- ALlSON REID

Television Pmdaclion In Canada, edited
by Barbara &ha=, Academy of Canadian Cinema and Tclcvi$ion/Doublcday,
328 pages, S15.95 paper (ISBN 0 385
25118 1).
Ttits coMPRwENstw CoIIcctIon of assays
by Iii professionals contaim wential information for would-be producers, film
students, and buffs avid to know the
arcsna of movie-making. AU the contributors arc well-known cxpcrts with
cscmplcry track records, the most
I~or~lcdgcablc of Canadian practitioners.
The tone ranges fmm straightforwatd to
delectably gossipy to slightly sdfimportant, but always with exhaustive
detail to demystify all aspects of the f&nmakii process. We learn about screenwiting, budgeting, financing, stages of
production, completion guarantors,
distribution, exhibition, publicity, and
cntcrtainmcnt law. But principally we
leyn about the dauntbtg job of the producer. who, cs Louis Applcbaum writes,
must “inspire, push, cajole, implore,
threaten and guide.” He must be a eombinrtion of manager, fmacciw, visionary
and psychologist, and bis job is the most
fincncisJly insecure in the film business.
The guide’s subtitle, however. may not
attmct its intended audience- Only by pmgrcssing thmugb the teat does the reader
learn that it is meant to iosbwt the novice
producer of feature-length theatrical
films, made-for-TV movies, TV series or
short indcpendcot fiction material for
TV. It is “ot abncd at makers of

trial fibtw

Chins Shockwaves, by Nancy-Gay
Rotstein, McClcllaod EL Stewart, 96
pages, $14.95 cloth (ISBN 07710 7749 1).

a fragmented

&ogae of sigh& sounds;
and smc& because on a trip werything
seems new, worth noting. Most of Chinu
Shockwaves was inspired by Nancy-Gay
Rotstcin’s journey through the People’s
Republic of China, and tends to be faithful to that frenetic rhythm of experience.
Therr’sashutta-e~~~qo~ty~th~c
poems, whether the poet is engaged in
formal sightseeing at the Mbtg.Tombs or
tbc Great Wall or pecking behind the propaganda fam of a model farm hut or
classroom lesson. This eff&tivcIy conveys
the sensory bombardment, but it also
makes for poems that are duttercd and
choppy. In “Ming Tombs,” for example.
Rotstein writes:
they d&&w mwas sham
dldacttc mist mockery
*do mar&r c&t
with mind-ferment@ script
To her credit, Rotstein does want to
offer us cultural insight, not just snapshots. She is sensitive to the tension
between old and new in China, and the
paradoxes it engenders. She’s not unctiticaI - stitliog regimentation and petty
bureaoqatic tyrannies are noted - but
her harshest words arc rcsctvcd for the
decadent West. In a foreword she asserts
that the “North American syndrome” is
the greatest threat to China. In her
poems, the West is seen b wasteful,
shallow. and material&tic. Maybe the
Chinese no longer consider Westerners to
be “fore@ devils,” but it’s cleat that
Rotstein does.
I share her concerns about the juggcrnaut of North American culture. as well
as her distaste for capitalist excess. and
I fti it understandable that exposure to
Chinese society would create “shockwaves” in her perception of oar own

or at fledgling network t&vi-

sion producers, bat at private commerCiaI vcntorcs.
Mating It needs a less s&ctivc glossary
and one that contains deftitions consistent with those interspersed tbmughout
the essays. Because this is a manual for
the unbdtiatcd, many elementary terms
arc included in the glossary, but many
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culture. But too often the poems in Chtna

Shockwaves are pat and judgemental,
giving us a wealth of detail but no complexity.
-aBARBARAcABBy
Delayed Mercy and Other Poems, by
George Bowring, Coach House Press,
126 pages. S12.50 paper (ISBN 0 88910
281 3).
THB COLLECTION is very unlike Kerrir
dale Elegies, Bowcring’s previous book,
in tone. The Kerrisdale Elegies, which
played with the texts of the mine Elegies,
succeeded in a kbtd of mind-meld
between Rilkc and Bowwing that produced poetry of startling freshness a”d
depth. Bowering became a lyric poet
again to do this -and did it briUiaotly.
The work is truly hauntbtg. Del&
Memy &ims tit effect and fails.
If these are late-night poems, the writer
and reader arc ncvcr allowed to drift into
hypnotic states. The flow of images is
rendered staccato by frequent authorial
intrusions: “Pardon me, is that/the
editorial we?” and “Oh sto?/saying
poem’ in a poem." If the book concludes
with a section called “Irritable
Reach@.” it may be because the fictive,
dream is constantly intcrroptcd, leaving
the reader with “just Iaogoagc&avagoc
melody” - a p&try of purely linguistic
impulse. That’s a poetry that is primarily
cerebral and contrived, not mysterious.
The poems in Delayed Mercy arc all
dedicated, cs far cs I can te8 (rcco~
most, bat not all of the names), to writers.
The poems thcms&cs arc mostly about
WitbIg: late&&t self-co”sciousness, “a
snmrwlec scribbler.” The poems move
by i”teucctl”3l, not psychic, leaps tbroogb
word-play, riddles, and jokes. ‘I% poetic
voice questions the poem, the language,
what life it can contsi”: “1 saw Cadillacs
& cattle, they did not/herd them. AU I
heard wcs the radio,/d”mb pick-up truck
music.” And: “I didn’t know anything
but I was/ffled with intelligence. I did”?
know/dying but “ow I’m dyins to
hOW.”
The poems

are clever and playful, but
not organic. The apparent m”domncrs of
assodatid” of images and the asc of non
sequihus does not rclease the uwmscIous
because the poems arc so self-rcfcrc”tiak
“all death writing is self-referential.
/Wridng is death to tbe fingers,/dcatb all
the way up to the shoulders.” This is a
doll death, in no way thmate”i”g - death
without a sense of the u”k”orm.
Substitudng the word “boy” for poem
doesn’t bring the work to life either. But
Bowring knows that without t&s selfconsciousness reality is seamless:
“Separate fmm the earth no more. the
blw hero” I saw a few/minuter later
assumed a” altcmate shape of beauty, a
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kind of/folded sky; who knew what he.
Reibetsnr vividly conveys death’s
was looking for?” However, there is no . suddenness.
may that this truth can be known - the
The veteran’s monologue - like maw
v& perception alters it. “Troth?”
others here - draws s&gtb fmm th;
-MARY DI MKHELE
sophisticated ose of rhyme. End-rhyme.
internal rhyme, end assonance make
reading the poems a frequent pleasure.
Ashbourn, by John Reibetanr, Signal
There’s a beautiful intelligence in one
Editions, 91 pages, S9.95 paper @SBN 0
villager’s dontemplatlon of her dwindling
919890 76 8).
marriage:
Bl~f;,~ntch the cough a/something
txiugH wm~soI( Joho Reibetanz sets
his fust volume of poetry in Ashbourn,
AndlhenzdIfeelashea~, Ilasteossd~.
Suffolk, and chronicles the lives of village
Reibetanz’s
atteotion to sound points to
inhabitants. “Chronicle” may not be the
a
general
concern
for prosody. Ashbourn
correct term. though, for his book
is formally ambitious, offering among
features not dispassionate historical
other things the complex sestina, the
record, but residents’ monologues.
hymn, and free verse.
Ashbourn is largely a series of poetic
Despite a few poems that feel too long
speeches, delivered by such folk as the
- in particular, “Judith Bolt’s Dream
district nurse. the preacher, the
Story” - the collation is engaging.
blacksmith.
Marked by craftsmanship and often
perspicacity, these village autobiographies
reflect upon tbei; lo& and w&k. The
teacher. May Threadgold, discoues the
importance of schoollog; the nurse, Iris
Holden. describer the d&ew of an
Flicker and Hawk, by Patrick Friesen.
infant. .Not infrequently thesemusings
Tournstonc Press, 73 pages. sg.95 paper
omduce valuable insights. The chamcten
(ISBN 0 88801 113 X).
&ep back from daily life and consider
their jobs’ meaning. Lionel Nottage, B
P.~T.KK FRESEN’S Flicker and Hawk, his
coal miner, comes to realize that he
fifth book, will wosolidate his growing
“might as well be dead.” The blacksmith
reputation. It begins with poems of
sea that, because they create the people’s
recolleaion of a small-tow youth and the
tools, the smith’s hands “fed the whole
contradictory responses it evokes - it is
viuage:
at the same time a place of semrlty and
Death, too, is a subject of VilIagers’
affection, and one of narrow reliiiosity,
thouehts. and here Reibetanzoffers some
“and I got out I’m getting out I’m getof his most poigmmt verse. “Walter
ting out.” In one of the early poems the
Foster. Lifeboatmao,” introduces a
vouthful nersona observes. “It took mv
citizen whose whole work is a confmntabreath ~aiay how ferocio& love coulh
tion with mortality. Foster. better than
be.” and it is love that dominates the two
the others, unde&ods human frailty,
c&al sections of the book -love that
understamls how little il takes to dmwn
k ferocious, sexy, gentle, passionate, and
contemplative by turns. Friesen often
reminds me of John Doone: he has the
same sense of the conjunction of sex and
afew spwnjbk
pooled in my mother’s lungs
spirituality, and the belief that love conand la&x& owr hw I@.
taios aU contrades: “fue and water flicker
and hawk tbis is what we know of love.”
The attempt to save someone must be
among the most passionate of acts. We
The emtic lntemily and questing spiritualsense tbis when Foster stretches out his
ity are suggested in “breaking for light”:
arms:
. . . your hands
caldng Iheirs hold
white wax madding
inlo smmps of snow. Some
keep lheir grip till lhe boat I_WIILI

Bob Copping, a village vetmao. recalls
a weapons demonstration:
Our Cocky inrrnrcrOrprrrrcd
The muale of II Iides rule-grenade:
“W&w never ‘ad (I hacider&” Blood
mm

I’m asking cm you rake me *might
on? IVn II lion some dw (I rabbi1
rm no* mlyo”e else
01111 you take my k&es and my j&e?
I want you all the way sometimes at
dare qua”ers and d length I want
lo be everyone I mn wkh you
when I’m lewd or unruly can you
laugh? when I’m render what then?
you wmt to know whea I mn Ihis b
my hand this is how we much is
there anything else we could wmu?
I’m breakbag for light 1 don? lmow
what’s RR? but I keep/ind~ out.

The tinal section. “an audience with
the dalai lama.” focusa on the quest
adumbrated in “breaking for light”:

_.

having rejected the small town’s fimdamenlalism, he stmggles toward a new
affumation:

Ihere’s some f#hI l&I in me I may
be hooked I nm no, lnnded
FiickerondHawkisan intenselype.mooal

book, and a rewarding one. Friesen’s
long, unpunctuated lines move flomtIy,
and he “ever puts a foot wrong. He’s one
of our major poetic voices.
- PAtn DENHAM
A Time for Loving, by Rienzi Crosz.
TSAR Publications, (P.O. Box 6996,
Station A, Toronto, Out. MZW 1X7), 90
pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN 0 92066 017).
RENZI CRUSZ’S A lime for Loving is a
selectloo from his three previous volumes
and also mntaios several new poems. It
make2 possible an overview of hi poetic
career, which is not one marked by much
developmenq Crusr found his characteristic subjects and idiom early. One
of the central structuml principles of his
poetry, as R&hard 0001 points out in the
introduction, is the cotmart between
Bastem and Western civilization, as
imaged by Sri Lanka, his place of birth,
and Canada. The East is ao intensely sensuous place for Cmsz, dominated by
strong clear colours -red of blood and
sun, black. saffron. bmwn of skin, blue
of sea and peacock, green of forest-and
the smell of fraogipaoi. Indeed, there’s
so much red in these poems that after a
while it be&s to feel like a stock imsae
of vitality.The onlv colour conslstemI~ linked
with tbe W&t is white, which e&es both
the snowy Canadian landscape and an
anti-vital force, “the white silence / of
civilization.” Graffiti over urinals ls
evidence of sexual energy misdirected,
and Ann Landers “walks out of her
column / with a bucket of qimoching

words: / Cool it, baby. . . .‘I Frangipmd
is replaced with the smell of Dettol. Cruz
speaks as an immlgmnt, alienated from
his new land and nostalgic for his lost
home, yet he also attempts to understaod
the myths that have shaped the aoalytlcal
Western consciousn+ss - the story of
Eden, which Cmsz reads as anti-erotic,
and of Samson, who rejects love for
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power. Yet occasionally the Canadian

scene caa yield images of harmony and
v4Ioholeness:
And I. an old poet
sir 0” Ihispier, 0 wlrness
lo the red rabbi qfstm
/incrl(v chaming the wddbrg palm
for Simme Lake and Simmc sky
m a lone gull lock its wings
and glide in the mnen ol an WC.
[“At the Weddins of the Lake”)

Life go.% on in Canada too, and there’s
comedy sod pathos as well as white

silence.

- PAUL DENHAM

I-bn to Rerld Fmxs, by Heather
spears, Wolsak & Wynn, 64 pages, 87.00
paper (ISBN 0 919897 06 1).

Exporthtg Danger: A Hlstory OK (be

Caaadlaa Nuclear Baport Program. by
Ron Pinch, Black Rose, 235 pages. $14.95
paper (ISBN 0 920057 72 I).
WHAT COULD HAVE been a taut, bardbitting expost of Canada’s less than
moral nuclear dealings is iostead a sad
case of wnaliaed potential. To his credit,
Ron Pinch has done a good deal of
research, but what could have bea a
deftitlve readu’s guide to Goadian cont.tibutloos to nuclear pmllferation is lastead an incomplete book loaded with
typographical errors and some of the
utappedsiog aspects inherent in academic
wlithlg.

‘wts IS A collection of exceedingly
beautiful poetry - beautififl but very
lonely. too. The battty comes from
Heather Spears’s background as a visual
artist; her painter’s eye for detail is cootplemented by an acuity of language that
often makes these poems almost painful
in their spareness and intensity. The
loneliness comes from the poet’s overvzhelmlag sense of psycldc isolation.
How to Read Fats seems co ironic
title, because it implies an understanding
that peaetlates the soperticial - lo effect,
reading a face means reading amlnd. But
repeatedly the poeuartist’s faithftis to
of an inablllt~to
beyond it. ‘%e
effort to reach you/has exhausted
me/and I have not even moved/I have
said nothing.” she writes lo “Studiestraede.” Attempts at cotmection aremet
by a lover’s punishlo silence or the profound ladifference of her surmundll:
“1 am/an accldeat, my belag be&a
chance that changes nothing.” Even her
instrument of sharpest perception drawing - offers only “the tenified
awareness of absence.”
The detachment that sometimes chills
How lo ReadFaces is offset by the tension between Spears’s sense of isolation
and her desire to break out of it. In “How
to live in this world” sunrival ls associated
with emotional withdrawal. Yet in the
follovhg poem, “To my body at birth,”
the poet suggests that the challenge of
opening to life is something that can be
met, though only when stronger:
YOU &w
the world Its Sght. its wlldemss.
Not ,w, you me *Cl0 rbrd. In your own
l i m e .

How to Read PULXS is Very macb a
private book. But it’s written with a

clarity and submerged emotional power
that allow its bwardness to touch others.
giving at least a reeognltion of shared
aloneness. In that way, it connects.
--CMtEy

This is a pity, for the book be&s with
good intentions and on sound foot@
Finch explores the early days of Canada’s
role in the nuclear industry and the t&y
political rttow that forced the public to
believe in the necessity and profitability
of the miracle energy source, uranium.
However, the promicing introduction
nms into a major roadblock: namely,
chapter two. mom here on the book reads
like a college thesis, complete with those
uncomfortable stylistic mechanisms that
can make even the most interesting of
subjects seem repetitious and boring.
The strocture of the book is also questlonable: 30 pages of footnotes are placed
before the appendieer; and there is oo

The book could just as easily be called
On Ihe Meh?physics of Boxing. Sure.,
there’s a survey of the sport’s history,
from its gladlatorial origins in ancient
Greece to bareknuckle contests la IStbcentury Britain to contemporary mtdtlmillion-dollar title matches. There are
photos, pithy quotas, and lots of boxing
lore.. But the heart of On Boxing is what
Oates’s free-wheeling, speculative
imagination maked of the sport. Did I say
sport? “At its moments of ~I&M intensity it seems to contain so complete and
so powerful an image of life - life’s
beauty, vulnerability, despair, incalculable and often self-dawwtlve courage that boxing is tire,” Oates writes. She
presents boxing as art, as tragedy, as the
cmclble of racial/class anger, as a severe
and all-wosuming r&loo.
Of course, after all these ideas we are
still left with the physical reality of the
sport, something that Oates, a lifetime
fan of the ring, doesn’t evade. Boxing is
about pain, about getting bit, about force
prwailing. Aeeording to Oates. “it’s the
Very image. the more terrifying for b&n8
so stylized, of mankind’s collective
aggression.” Her convict.ions about
human nature attd masculinity are troubliag. to say the least. But On Boxin is
still an illuminating, thought-provoking
essay. In one chapter, Oates describes
New
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and f&al a study. Iv&e disappointing,
tbemainbodyofthebookdoesnotcome
to a defllte conclusion:.it drifts to an
wnrtaia ftiw ooiot and fails to olace
thhtgs into pnsp%ve.
The case Pinch wisher to make is
undermined when ewea untrained eyes
begin to suspect the veracity of certain
figuns, which are called into question by
the large number of lypca. Had more care
and time been given. the foal wrsion
could have sewed as a valuable source
book for those lnvolwd in the f@t
against the nuclear tnenace.
MAnxEwaEnaENs

On Boxine. bv Jovce Carol Oates.

Doubleday, &s&d; I16 pages, SZl.9j
cloth (ISBN 0 385 23890 8).
“n-s ON boxing?” a friend said incredulously, when I mentioned that 1 was
twiewing Joyce Carol Oates’s newest
book. OK, I confess that I’ve never seen
a prize&ht la my life. But you don’t have
to be a fan of “the sweet scleoce of bmlsin@’ to enjoy tbls slim, elegant treatise
by one of North America’s foremost
writers.

THE PARROT WHO COULD
Short Stories by
ROBIN SKELTON
This collection of comically ironicat
~‘entertainments” is Skelton’s sewnd
work of ticrion.
‘They are little chips of imagination..
:mckling with delght.”

fhirpriwn kac~uaUyyourf-e&m, and
is suggested most strongly by the
II k you, If k you. you
schematic
oraa”izatlo”
are the only thing in thk /man night
like the
earli&
this 0”;
which ir really moving
0
pair
by a
which arovides contextual
for
the titles of the book’s internal divisions.
Here they are “Ancient Slang.” “Anarchy,” “Apocalypse,” *‘Afterimages.”
“After-Thoughts.” and “Avatars.” The
tirst section sets up the cosmology of the
book: “Being means breaking the symm&ylife i s
n o t
a
f e a r f u l
Doug/as
broken s y m m e t r y ”
( By
“ V
a c u Glower
u m
By Susan Gficlrman
Genes%‘). The second section defines the
The Nootka: Scenes and Studies of
relationship of poetry to the world and
Aftenvodds, by Gwendolyn MacEwen,
Savage
Life, by Gilbert Sproat, edited by
McClelland &Stewart, 125 pages, S9.95
Charles
Lillard. Sono Ni, 180 pages,
and
amoral
paper (ISBN 0 7710-542s 9).
S16.95 cloth (ISBN 0 919203 63 9).
world is”t (“But”).
S&on
hree consists
o f t w o l o n g “Letters
w o r ktos , t h e
A nwment in II small holeI will w old
IN THE SUMMER of 1860. Gilbert Spmat,
Joseph” and “Terror and Brebus,” her
nwn who was a skerWln lhe Wild East.
a
26-p-old Scottish butima”, s&d
vers;
d
r
a
m
a
a
b
o
u
t
the
expediFranklin
to/king OJ Lawrence and Pot&b& and
the armed ship Woodpcckcr to the tip of
tion to discover the Northwest passage.
the rad& telk us a new saeliile irm been
Albemi Inlet, evicted a band of Indians
Ialmcbedat capecmlmwaL HeQolmast
dialogic:
derrl. SO Ipoinr 10 the dark Sk& abow
he found already living there, and built
Rasmussen searches for the
remains
oolilec and make cirde~ wkh nw hand.
a sawmill. For the next five years, he
the Franklin expedition to
discem
All the nws he has Jowht
meaning.vies
t
o managed the mill, acted as a local
magistrate, and watched (often, he says,
Retreal lnro the silence of spa-t?.
with pencil and notebook in hand) the
Joseph. Thnnatically
- “Letters to Joseph in Jerusalem”
“Savages.”
are at the
centre
mzfu~gas whuww with Clwendoly”
He called them the Aht for the suffur
tion,
MacE\ve”‘s work will rememba this old
appended to their tribal names
The fourth and
fifth
“Afterman. his stories and photographs of
(Ahousabt. Sheshabt, etc.), but todaywe
form
and “Afterthoughts”
Lawrence of Arabia. We met him in a”
know them as the Nootka. a linguistic
kindof pair also; first elegiac
and
earlier avatar of “Letters to Joseph,” the
grouti of several trib& and tribelets llvthen prose poems about the author’s
suite of Middle-Eastern poems called
big on the west coast of va”muver 1sla”d
childhood. The prose poems
“One Arab Flute” published in 7%
and on Cape Flattery in the State of
cm.fMy crafted than those in The
Shadouwmker (1969). and he was also
Washington. In their pristine state, they
Fire-,%&rs, but except for the wonderrecalled in the foreword to
practised head-hunting and a biie inThree -Violins,”
Lawrence poems (1982). But in his first
version of capitalism, accumulating
MacJXwe” hasn’t yet “wtered the stylistic
incarnation he was simply local colour;
wealth in order to give it away in a ritual
possibilities of the fem. although it’s
in his second, a guide to the private
called the potlatch. They kept slaves
clear what she wnls fmm il: a play of
imagination. Here, in keepins with the
(often prostituting the fen&s). fought
narrative against epiphany. Another excosmology of MacEwen’s new book, he
bloody wars (on avendetta prlnclple), and
ception: “Me and the Run”er,” which,
lived in semi-permanent pre-fabricated
is a frail survivor of a time when war,
careerbu through 18 commas with
howvevu
wood houses. They fished mostly, or
bravado-&d gra&, pmvkler a link to sethunted whhalu. moving their dwelli”gs
volved courage and afforded dignity tion five, “Avatars.” the love poems.
implied some dimension of humanity.
seasonally behvem the coast and up-river
Here cosmology is redefined in terms of
MacEwe” followed him into that past in
salmon runs. They used sea shells as curthe body:
rency,
and carved themselves beautiful
her last volume; this one paints ‘?a the
Tbesnund we made when we wne, love.
d a r k sides”silenca
and “theo f
s p a c e Will
. ” sound the same and k the same
lightweight dugout canoes. They warshipped the sun and the moon, the godBut it does so without vaporlzbu social
AS the cry we will make when we 80.
hero Quawt&ht and Tootooch, t h e
reality andc political
history;
o m p a r i s o n
(“Daynights”)
thunderbird, and bellwed in a countryof “Letters toAJoseph”r with a
“One
b
And yes, it is a female cosmology.
Flute” reveals how much more thoughtclub-like afterworld for their nobility and
Intszesting to read this book after last
fully MacBwen has explored her 1962%~
a semnd-elass atterworld for commoners
w’s Di Clccn and Dewdnev - put it on
to Israel as the years have passed; how
and slaves.
the same shelf. This is se&s poetry; it
much moie m e a n i n g f u l - a “ever
sym
b o “the
l holiness of the heart’s
By the lime Spmat came on the scene.
forg&s
as he himself reallmd. the Nootkaculture
globally and personally - the besieged
affections” in its terror of and respect for
and social stmcture were abxady in
and divided holy city has become over
“the silence of soace.” But to understand
decline. The fust whites had arrived less
timsa years. For&%?nmrl&,
this book, do”‘<start with tbe deliberately
nolanical
most
sbux TleArmb?.s af
than 90 years before. In 1785 the great
%ematic” poems that frame it. Start
the Moon (1972). insists on the collective
trade in sea otter pelts with China began.
with “Polaris,” the meditation of a
nature of the human experiment. Whatfirst boosting the Indian economy (causprisoner of the Gulag, which wnclude~:
ardours
o r misarles
b18
a brief eftlorescence of art and the
Uwu COMUU IhcpolakwJor the tnrth
potlatch). the” undermining it by diveroJyourpn?anr position. yoir willlearn that
to Ma&~‘s
ting the Nootka fmm traditional sub- ’
you have no
attests to one acts alone., no
them-no
sistence patterns. Trade goods (blankets,
met&are., traps, guns) had replaced the
couple acts alone, against history.
end/&y ail/ se(T. end/e&y rrrming/;
Comparison with The Armies oJ the
old wood, bone. antler, and bark-tibre

images of the sport’s most dramatic

moments as “po\verN, haundng, unsettling.” The same could be’said of this
book.
- BARBARA CAREY

Moon

technology. Syphilis, smallpox, and
alcohol had devastated the population. By
1865, when &mat left Albemi, the tierce
tribesmen who had once swarmed over
the trade ship BCWO~ in Nootka Sound,
taldng 73 heads and two slaves, had been
reduced to a depressed remnant livbl.4 on
the margin of a furiously advanci@ industrial age.

out of print for more than a cmtluy,
Sproat’s book about the Aht, Scenevond
Srudies of Savage Life (retitled The
Nootka for the new Sono Nis edition,

in what anthropologists call the “civ/sav
continlmm” were his amlom against the
truth. (Lillard’s historical and
biographical introduction, though adequate io terms of fact, is not, I think, sufficiently deconstructive in regard to
Sproat’s attittides.) Now they only
demonstrate how wrong-headed wellintentio&d mm and women can he. and
how ill-understood and poorly served the
Nootka were, even by those who tried to
helo. 0

which includer a helpful introduction by
Charles Lill@), is a pmduct of that Vie
torian era when British men of affairs educated, moralizing, acquisitive,
superior. and curious - spread British
capital and 616 British Imperium over
much of the newly known world. It is at
and a period piece. Its a&or&s a con:
fident, cheerful. and inlelligem man who
balked at little - fmm linguistic theorb+
iag (Nootka had no real grammar, he
thought. but made iotelwiag use of compound words) to spending the night with
nothiog but a cedar tree for shelter (Ids
joy in the woods is mntagious).
Hi etbnography is fascinating; given
that it is first-hand and just about all we
have from the period. One cannot fault
him for his igoorance of ZOtb-century
anthropology. He makes aa effort to
puzzle out the still punliog (to nonIndians) Nootka rank and caste system.
He describes a podatcb (without ush the
word), only paxtly m&zing its crucial mle
in the social dynamic. He witnesses what
may have been a human sacrifice connected with Nootka winter cuemoaials.
He is authoritative on fii and fishing
technology, includes a short anthology of
oral traditions, and talks about Nootka
cookb@. property rights, house.buildiog,
and the role of women.
Sproat’s style is plain but sewice.abIe.,
and he displays a distinct narrative flak,
couching many observations in the form
of stories: a mass deer hunt, one of the
last gxzat inter-tribal wars. his unsuo
cessful pursuit of ao Indian murderer. He
is at his best telling these stories, at his
worst when he is moralizing or explaining how the poor Aht fall short of your
average Englishman. .OccasionaUy, he

pmduces images of startling beauty, as
when he describes a Nootka salmonfishing ritual:
. . . at the cOmmencemc”t of the season,
meaandwomengointotbewaterona
mooaliit night. and lie quietly on the
surface, floating here and thae. without
speaking a word, now and then crossing
one aaotba’s arms aad spreading the
backs of their hands towrda the moon.
AU in all there is something touching
and real about this book. Spmat’s V*_
torian rackd prejudice and his rigid belief
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By Norman Snider
Four Days of Courage, by Bryao
Johnson. McClelland & Stewart. 285 e
papes,924.95doth~SBNO771044488).
OF F&CENT cows and revolutions
everybody’s current favoudte was the one
that saw the downfall of the Filipino
tyrant Ferdinand Marcos and his
footwear-loving wife, Imelda. Here at last
was a political confIict where the forces
of good and the forces of evil were blissful& clear-cur; the rebels were not, for
once, Marxist doamatists or Islamic fundam&lists; best of all. almost nobody
was kiued.
The Globe and Mail’s former Asia carrespondent, Bryan Johnson, has in Four
0~s of Courage written a fine straightforward account of the Philippines’
7%hour revolution that is marked by a
warm affection for that country and its
people. Johnson is well aware of some of
the more comiwpera aspects of the
revolution that brought Gory Aquino to
power. He follows all the many twists and
turns, bizarre stand-offs, and surreal confmntatioos between tanks and nuns: he
understands the oddly f&iw nature of
the coup.
Then there is a cast of characters so
colourful that it seems a novelist like
Thomas Pyncbon with a taste for comic
names bar invented it wholesale. How
about the rebel commander “Gringo”
Honasan? Or his buddy “Red”
Kapunan? Or the key engagement of the
entire episode, the Battle for Chaonel4?
This last is perhaps the most important
of alI the aspedr of the coup tha1 Johnson
deals with. As the rebd Oeneral Ramos
was well aware, the coup that deposed
Marcos was at bottom a media war that
was mostly fought in such places as the
David Brinkley show and on NighMe.
With a huge U.S. audience watching the
whole thing live by satellite, with bundreds of foreign newsmen in the insurgent
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despite its accounts of confrontation and
crowds that came out to challenge his
violence, has an odd effca: one feels like
troops, Marcos would have had to risk
setting out for Manila immediately. Like
becoming one of the most hated of
butchers on an international scale if he the revolution it describes, FourDays of
Cowage is one of those rare books that
had even attempted to put down People
leaves a reader with a sense of how.
Power by means of bloodshed.
Johnson has done a remarkably
thorough job of research in this book,
interviewing just about all of the m&u
figures involved, military and otherwise,
and they are remarkably open and candid in their comments about their part in
the events. The best chapter comes
toward the end. Johnson’s eyewitness
account of the storming of Malacanaog
By Patricia Morley
Palace by Aquino’s supporters has a raw
authenticity hard to smpsss. This chapter
Below the Peacock Fam pint Ladlea of
culminates in one extraordinarily
the Raj, by Maria” Fowlcr, Viting
cbtcmatic image: the U.S. helicopters tak(Penguin), 337 pages, 525.00 cloth QSBN
ing Marcos and his family tb safety seen
0 670 80748 6).
against the backdrop of a tropical night,
palm trees, and a full moon.
MARLW FOWLER’S wickedly witty portrait
Occasionally, however, one would
of four of India’s vi~nes dmiog the
welcome an interruption in Johnson’s , three-quarters of a century when the Raj
onrushing account of events, a pause for
was at its peak is in many ways a sequel
a fuller political analysis. He coneemmt=
to The Embroidered Tent: Five
so exclusively on tbe events of the few
Gentlewomen in EMy Canada. Both
days of revolution that a non-expert in
Philippine affairs has only a sketchy
a theme: -the- conili& between the
notion of the indigenous political forces.
behaviour and attitudes of the model
that kept Marcos’s ‘Ydeptocracy” in
female in Victorian England and the
power for so long. Similarly, Johnson
cbamctuistiu needed by the same women
often assumes a familiarity on thl
for survival in very different conditions
reader’s part with many of the figures inabroad. These group biographies, along
volved in the events. Too frequently they
with Redney: A Lift of Sam Jeanette
am introduced without his havia taken
Duncan, establish Fow1.x as a major
the trouble to explain just who they am.
biographer whose scholarly training is
Theo, unfortunately, them is the matter
nicely masked in a velvet glove of’irony
of style. Four Days of Courage is written
and female intuition.
in wall-to-wall journalese. Cliches
The women - Emily Eden, Charlotte
abound. Terror is inevitably “stark.”
Cambm.BdithLYtbm,andMawCurmn
Silence is, just as inevitably, “stmm#l.”
- h&been chbsen -to repre&t four
Notbing is ever just wrong, it has to be
generations of British rule in India, from
“terribly wrong.” Nor is Johnson im1835 to 1904. Fowler calls their periods
mune from the for@ correspondent’s
Early, Middle, High, and Late Raj, those
voice, an attitude b&t described as “li’l
four major phases bebtg “by turns fanci01’ me in no-manWand.” Them is a gee
ful and greedy. samtimonious and fearwhiz quality to Four Days of Courage
ful, hypocritical and hidebound, arrogant
that occasionally detracts from its many
and despondent - and doomed.” The
vbtues: a ntive Canadian boy’s aston- women&e remarkable individuals, each
ished delight in tinding himself in a land
embarked on what Powlex caQs the
where folks actwIly shoot at each other.
greatest adventwe of her life.:
“When an M-16 or Galil goes off,”
There they wwe. settled snugly Into the
Johnson reports. “them is a neat series
plush upholstery of their English days,
of ‘thunk-thunk-thunk’ sounds and a lot
when suddenly the call came: brother or
of people fall over dead.”
husband had been appointed by the
Neat. all right.
British 8overeigs as Gowmor General of
India, and sister or wife war expected to
Nonetheless, Johnson displays a
accompany him to that distant, disturbchm v.ilSngness to submergebbnself
hw land.
in the exotic south-seas culture of the
Philippines, to suspend so-called objeeanywhere, in any culture. Theo as now,
tivity and immerse himself in the concerns
beneath the glitter and the beauty them
of a people he has come to cam about
stood an India of mud and muddle. an
profoundly. Despite the chaos, corrupIndia of violent and irreconcilable contion, and religious hysteria of Filipino
trasts, YxncelSng each other out. leavsociety, Johnson never once takes a stance
ing a void without values.” The women
of cultural superiority. His Fiipbms come
had good reason to fear disease, disaster,
across as immensely wrm and symand what Fowler calls Ybe nastiest fear
pathetic: hugely attractive. The book.

of ti fear of falling into the darkest
crevices of one’s psyche, below the pro. priety of peacock fans.”
The women’s lives had been made inftitely mom difficult by their social eonditionbm. Hem. as in The Bnbroidered
Tent, F&r n&s effective use of the
so-called conduct books, which had programmed women 10 be p&ive. rec&ive,
timid, prudish, and.physicaUy frail.
Emily Eden accompanied her brother
&orge (Lord Auckland) to Iodia in 1835.
The sea voyage took five months. Settled
into Govmnment House in Calcutta,
Emily faced the formality and flatness of
routines. the appw heat, and ao army
of servanls. social activities provided one
of the few available diversions.
Letters were another, a fact to which
we owe the abundant evidence of these
lives that smviva today. Fowler hm made
private arch& in Britain: l&s,
journals. photographs, sketches, and
watercolours eoable her. and the reader,
to envisaae these lives in vivid detail.
For tw;, and a half years the Bdeos
travelled throwzh northern India to mainrain the power-of the Crown throughout
this vast territory. Their party, some 10
miles long, consisted of 12,000 people,
complete with homes. dephank, and long
barges. Emily, whose chief defame
sgainst India was heracerbic wit, wrote
of the “&raordbmry folly” of the
march. She chose to be part of what she
condemned and to accompany her
brother throughout the adventure, which
sapped her strength and ruined her
nWWS.
Charlotte Stuart went to India in 1856
with her husband, the Hon. Charler
Canning. Their perils included the great
mutiny of that year. Charlotte, as she
wrote to her sister, had no part in the
~kisi~dtoggo but was “‘eady to follow
.I’ Fowler ptctures her as
supremely good and chaste, “perhaps a
little too wldly chaste within the
matrimonial bed.” Charles sooo found
liveliei ladies.
Charlotte died in India at the a of 44
after tra”elSng “up country” with her
husband. Fowler. with a snkleness that is
frequent in her writing, observes that
Charlotte had finally managed to do the
one thing, the ooly ting, that would
secure Charles’s love and devotion forever: she had died.
The tart tone is usually amusing, and
In

her acknc.wledsements Fowler no-tes

by thanking the wife who did the chora

of typing, proofmadblg, and indexmaking. “I therefore wish to state with
modest pride that 1 did these tasks a8 by
myself.”
Fowler’a other trademark is ha love of

alliteration. Tbls can be overdone, as in
a description of India’s underbelly,
“sordid and sititer and snaking from
those stinking alleys.” It is usually effs
tive: Hindu gods “leered lasciviously.”
The book affdrds some Startling
glimpses of Victorian England and the
Indian sub-continent. It is also a significant contribution to the history of
women’s lives and female experience: in
short, thoroughly enjoyable. 0

By FrederIcIf I. Case
Tbe BIneli AboUthmlst Papers, Volume
2: Cmndn, 111304365, edited by C. Peter
Ripley, University of North Carolina
Press, 560 pages, $35.00 cloth (ISBN 0
8078 1698 1).
stwx 1976 the Black Abolitionist Papers
Project has collected some 14,000

docontents that are to be published in five
volumes, the last three devoted entirely
to the abolitionist papers of the United
States. The fust volume, The Brikh kllcr.
18351865 @ubUshed in 1985). brought to
liiht a great number of forgotten sbolitionist voices in Great Britain who were
neither members of parliament, peers of
the reabn, mhdsters of religion, nor
wealthy merchants. and provided documentary evidence that the abolitionist
movement gained its dynamic cbaraeter
in Britain from a succession of AfroAmericans who denounced slavery in
speeches, letters, and at&s.
The second volume is equally thorougb. It presents 96 selected documents,
produced by Canadian abolitionists of
African origin who travelled throughout

-

the country to carry their message of
freedom. Some of the documents come
from very wdI-known, and others fmm
very Little-known personalities of the

black Canadian co”m”“dty of the period.
U”fonu”ately, t h e co”centrati0” on
Ontario and British Columbia leaves the
feeling of reading a work that is
incomplete.
The introductlo” to the volume, a
mastapiece of b@orlc.al writing, provides
a succinct account of blacks in Canada
from about 1830 to tbe Civil War. detailing their anti-slavery struggles and
underlining their attempts to build a mm
muniQ through action. The vmious
emigration schemes for settlement lo
Africa, Haiti, other parts of the Carlb-

bean. and South Am&a reveal a people
in seaxb of a home and an ide”,iQ. Evtnhmlly, even hfay AM Shadd - who de

into hadian society -Would return to
the United States, alon~r with tens of
thousands of others, to p&icipate in the
Reconstruction. The dynamic leadershiu
that Canadiin blacks e$yed during d&

period shifled to the States, where many
former inhabitants of Canada achieved
prominent social and political positions.
Item 5 of the volume gives the proceedings of a meeting held in Toronto on

January 13, 1838. The minutes are
approximately two pages long, preceded
by a brief introduction and followed by
a little more than five pages of a”“otations. This is the general format foUowed
throughout the book. The annotations
have been very meticulously documental
with brief biographical notes on those
named ln the document, explanations of
incidents referred to, and notes on
newspapers or othcx publications mentioned. In this way one document provides us with a very broad view of North
American history a”d illustrates the
degree to which blacks of Canada were
involved in various aspects of the antislavery struggle.
Other items indicate the extent to which
tlie CommuniQ was tom behveen the
attraction of emigration schemes and the
intense feeline that those blacks alreadv
in Canada should remain and build th&

fut”re here. Thouah we have tmditlonallv
see” Henry Bibb-ad Mary A”” Shadi
as the major antawnists in the conflict
betwe” &If-help or dependence on the
fund-raising of sympathetic wbltes, these
doaunents make us realize that the issues

mated by verse) it becomes clear that
Lester is an intelligent person of great
sensitivity.
Of the many personal letters in the

study than the two written by-Henry Biib
to his fomw slavbmaster Albert Siblw.
It is in such letters that we see the depib
of the social and psychological scars
borne by those who had been slaves. They
help us to understand why Bibb advocated separate settlements of blacks in

Canada and why, through his Voice of
IheFwidw. he omosed tie inte5ationist
There is no doubt of this volume’s
importance to Canadian blacks. It provides an in-depth view of OUT history durbtg a rdatively short but signiticant period
and provides a more precise understanding

of our current situation. One eao
only hope that the time will come very

take a task of similar magnitude and pre
hi& standard on the hitory of &I -Canadians. 0

l3y Barbara Wade Rose
BnwiIim Jourml, by P.K. Page, Lester
& Orpen Denny& 224 pages, $22.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 88619 166 I).

and urgent than has hitherto &en

revealed.

In a letter dated March 13, 1855, the

True Band Society of Amherstburg told
Shadd, editor of the PmvincfalFreeman,
that althoogb they were fetives who bad
be”e.lited from the fund-&w efforts of
others they preferred not to depend on
such humiliating aid. They an”ounoe that
they have founded theb orga”izatlo” in
munity ties and to-help future fugitives
from slavery in the United States.
But the time soon came when the
mowt was reversed, and the forma
iike Civil-War. In a letter dated A&l

21, 1863, by Sarah Lester of Vaneouvw
Island, we learn that the community was
. far from unanimous on the subject of

of blacks in Canada for the
union army. The letter touches 0” several

MORE THAN 30 years have passed sbxe
P.K. Page followed the newly appointed
Canadian ambassador - her husband
William Arthur Irwin - to Brazil, but
men contblue to dondnate pow3 and the
diasoora of diolomatic wives continues
in the eal$htmd 1980s. They serve

cvei

stood professions. O&id& se travel to
exotic destinations, a freeof-charge
household of servants, and the occasional
cocktail party - “one of wbicb could
justify a Go&b-given slap to the sodal
secretary. The diplomatic wife sees
endless social visits with stmn~ers.
datmnding dinners for 50, and what Page
calls the “blt.zmaional nvo-step” of pmtocol, punctuating a” isolation in a

for&“co”“tlYtbatcan leadtolo”elbles6

rewuitment

themes, in&dlng the collaboration of the
North in the implementation of the
Fugitive slave Act, the bldifference of the
chorches in the North, and rapes by co”quting soldiers. Once the reader overcorna the complexities of the style (she

assumes a male narrative voice, pun*

Canadian women accompany their
husbands to remote destinations have
produced some fine writing, though.
Brazilian Journal recalls the 1950s
sojourn in Somaliland that Margaret
Laurence recorded as the wife of ativil
engineer in New Wind in a 0~ Land.
Page is a woman far removed from the

~olonlal wife Laurence once described
and despised. It was while she and Irwin
were in Australia that she learned she had
won the 1954 Govemor General’s Award
for poetry for The Metaland the F.‘owr~
the highlight of a distinguished career:
Page has written seven collections of
poetry and co-founded tbc Montreal
literary magazine, Preview.
As diplomats, both Page and Irwin
were pioneers of political sensitivity. In
addition to fghting off the Brsdlian heat
and peeling tbe mUdew off embassy chairs
they set about leaming Portuguese as fast
as possible, rather than relying upon

interpreters as most of their colleagues
dii. In Bmziiian Journal Page recalls the
pratfalls on the mad to tlueocy: wha she
was wncemed about an oversupply of
apples one day she solemnly told the cook
not to buy soy more young girls.
The pinkand-white tiered house the

Invlos were assigned in Rio sat overshadowed by dark, forest-ccwcmd mo”“reins. The contrast between them serves
as an apt motif for the contrast between

Page’s “job” BS a diplomatic wife and the
e~otlc, erotic land she fell in love with.
A total of 60 diplomatic mlssioos required
calls - Irwin visiting due diplomats, Page
the wivpr. Over tea and cookies some of
them cautioned her to beware of servants’

told her “not to bother”
to get to know Brazilians. The most pray
tical advice came from a n-year UCpatriate resident, Princeas Mechtllde
Czntoryska, who advised her not to pull
up any plants io the jungle “because your
fingers will be painful, filled with pus,
and next day you wvill find a beast under
each fingernail.”
Page spent her spare time not pulling
plants but watching them and the rest of
tbe populace, and her poet’s eye produces
some delightful obse~ations. A mwum
curator she and Itin meet has “a face
just like a dog%. Most extraordinary. As
I looked at his eyes, they were dog’s eyes
- pale eyes, honey-wloured - and I
thought ‘Nonsense, look at his nose; and
bis nose too was a dog%. And so I
switched to bis teeth - pointed, white,
dog’s teeth. Uncanny. But such a polite
do;,hteouldn’t cock his leg Just
,,
Theyse;loverwlimbblg fllghtsOfS~
at the 0 Corcovado to be photographed
under the 50-mew-biih fgwe of Christ.
Of the scenery below her. Page writes.
“Mouaain spurs reaching for the sky,
their valleys seemingly filled with an
avalanche of buildings - red-roofed and
white colonial buildings, modern
skyscrapers - spilling onto the coastal
plain to be brought to a sudden stop by
the ocean’s sandy shore. lftbem ls a more
beautiful setting for a city, I can’t ima@
it.” Scattered among these observations
an enough descriptions of blond frogs,
stealing; others

exotic birds, and colourful flowers to
transport any armchair traveller.
It also tianspormd Page. During her
years in Bras% the poet P.K. Page mmaincd mostly mute (one atry reads. .
“What to do about writing? Is it all
dead?“) in favour of the artist P.K.
Irwin. She found she could UCP~~S her
feelings about the country best on cmvas, and much of Brazilian Journal is
taken up with her ventures into pcItCil
sketching, pen-and-inks. oils, and art
1w0o.s. As a way of understanding

B&l, it worked better than words. After
months of painting that Page constdemd
neither pmgressive nor beautiful, she
WIote, “A stmoge experience a few weeks
ago while I sat at the Piooeiras. Suddenly
saw one of the very beautiful Brazilian
girls with quite new eyes. Saw her as a
work of an. From that moment on my
whole point of view has changed become Brazilian.”
The chief fault of Bmrilirrn Journal lies
in its definition: it hangs somewhat onsatisfactorily between journal and journalism. Page notes at one point that she
new seems to write anytbiog diitressiog
about herself in her journal; to the reada,
she writes almost nothing about herself
at all. That would be Tme if a more
polished, journalistic view of Brazil were
being presented, but the book is very
much a journal when Page doesn’t feel
like finishing an idea. In describing a kind
of bird that builds a clay nest, she notes,
This same bird has also been known to
seal his wife inside with clay.” Theo she

adds several questions and exclamation
marks BS if she can’t believe it - but she
doesn’t bother to investigate the bird’s

By Paul Denham
The Uncollected Acorn: Poems,
1950-1986, by Milton Acme, edited by
James Deabl. Deneau, 149 pages, $12.95
papa (ISBN 0 88879 I50 X).
Wbiskcy Jactc, by Milton Acorn. HMS

Press 8.0. Box 7, Station D, Scarborough. Ont. MIR 4Y7). 49 pages
(ISBN 0 919957 21 8).
THE (INCOLL.E~~~I A C O R N b r i n g s
together poems fmm Milton Acorn’s
whole career, some previously published
in magazines but most selected fmm
Acorn’s manuscripts in the public
arehives. Editor James D&l has organpoems. elegi;, poiitical pa-&s-poems of
natwe, and religious meditations. He also
pmvides dates, so that we cao see how the
poems are related to Acorn’s poetic

development.
A couple of poems in an unchcracted& Kth-ceoturyatyle turn out to be
from 1950. the beginning of Acorn’s

Lampmao or kbem:
The autumn ed.+ws and Ihe gcac w
s o u t h .
Fmm tmvns and tn&ey~t& their
echeioru
are glimmered, and mcalt a long-time
drought;
the voice-cracked air o/camps in
nomad dmvnr. . .

There are a lot of experiments with the
sonnet form, an intcmst that found fuller
expression in Jackpine Sonnets (1977).
“Never Say It’s all for the Best,” a poem
dated 1958, contains lines later used in
‘Wnowing I Live in a Dark Age.”
Yet few of these poems are likely to co-

habits further. A lion-monkey Page

acquired is later referred to briefly:
I realize I have never reported the tlight
of Benjamina, or, in dctcil, her charm-

ing and tiny life with US. Or tbc small but
rca, tears I shed over her loss. How tc
describe her delicious smell or rcmrd her
hebits? Another day, perhw. when my
bad is rufftintly clear to think in
miniature tcmn. ,

She “ever follows up.
In her foreword to Brmilicn Journal
Page says she fleshed out her notes here
and there, but occasional bare bones may
have been left for authenticity’s sake. If
they arc unsatisfying. it is merely in contrast to the maio CO”rsC. q

due with Atom’s best work. Some of tbc
politieal poems read more Like letters to
the editor than like real poems, and in the
love poems he is oficn as interested in his
own erections as in the object of his
desire. If they haven’t appeared in print
before this, that may he because Acorn,

an exacting cmhsman, knew they weren’t
ready. The Uncollected Acorn is not a
brilliant final testament, but rather a window onto Acorn’s career, and a tribute
to the importance of that career for
English-Canadian poetry.
It’s not at all clear why we have two
posthumous collections of Acorn.
Whtiey Jack, a much smaller book thao
The Wmllected Acorn, is offered
without explanation. Is it composed of
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poems that didn’t make it, for whatever
reasons, into the Unco&c&d? Or was it
in uress at the time of Acorn’s death7
Th&e’s no editor; Deahl is listed es the
proofreader, and there’s anintroduction
by Al Purdy and a” afterword by Owendolyn MacEwen, but nobody takes
responsibility for Whk/w Jack or explains what it represents.
Purdy quotes a passage fmm “The
Hummingbird” that, es other reviewers
have already noticed, is different fmm the
one on page 14; it turns out that Purdy’s
version is the one that appeared in
Acorn’s 1969 collection I’ve TasIed Mv
Blood. Future scholars will have fun
sorting out the textual problems. But
\vho’s complabdng7 It alI makes work for
the v&ring man (or woman).
Many of the poems in Whiskey Jack
are about owls, ravens, crows, sweUows,
aud hemns. “Mister OwP’ indicates the
reason for Acorn’s i&zest in birds:
To Ire wha )w me wlrh no bUMlion

Or con~epl qf bebag otherwhz . . .
These aIt self-sufficient, unpretentious
Canadian birds. utterly detmniued to be

themselves - rather like Acorn himself.
Them are some non-aviau poems too,
such as the comic “Sonnet X” - another
erection poem -in v:bi& the poet maka
love to a foghorn:

We’re SO used to thinking of Acorn as a

raging leflie that it’s surprising bow conservative he could be o” some issue% them
are two anti-abortion poems in WIlipkcy
Jack. Aam’s politics, like eve&& else
about him, was his ovm weation entirely.
He followed no party line. And a good
tbihing too. 0

By Joanne Tompkfns
The Dreamers, by Thomas H. RaddaU,
Pottersfield Press, 141 pages. $9.95 paper
(ISBN 0 919001 32 7).
IN HIS ~wtu~oucmm to Thomas Rsddall’s novel, Pside’sfmcy, Pred Cogwell
explains that Rsddall “writes so very
much about our past because he wants us
to know where we lost our way and how
precious was the way which we lost.”
Throughout TheDreamgm- a mllectio”
of 10 short stories written between 1928
dnd 1955 but ‘never published in book
form - Reddell pits the pest ageinst
either the present or the future, and the
age-old ways usually triumph.
In “The Lower Learning,” for example, a seasoned lumberman must cope
with three cocky forestry students end
their scientific book-laming. While the
old-timer accepts their education, his
experience (comprising mostly “local
colour an’ usin’ my eyes”) wins out. In
“The Pay-Off at Duncan’s.” a more
obvious &ute to the past,. e tiddler.
whose traditional music soothes tbe an%ry
lumbermen. mourns Nova Scoti&
transformation from a thriving “nation
0’ sailors” to a pmvbuz with considerably less power: “Now. we’re cuttin’
down our fine tail spruce an’ mekin’ it
into paper. . . . Aye, good ship-wood
blotin’ about on windy corners in dbty
city streets. That’s what we’ve come to,
mister.”
ReddalI’s stories revere those days

when Life wa simpler and Nova Swtia
more prosperous. Reading them is like
perusbig e lively history book that teaches
the art of making brooms for ships (quite
different from the kitchen variety) and
how to search for a youngster lost in the
woods. They provide a wealth of heritage
in a conversational, oftn humorous style.
Added to the detailed historical settiws
am strong cheaters, almost all of whom
share the ability to survive anything that
their harsh province throws in their way.
Their daermination to surmount their
difficulties is presented in almost bersjc
terms. Yet these heroes are ordinary folk
with little sophistication or formal education. They am real people who are alI the
stronger for having succeeded on their
OW”.
The Deamem is vintage

Reddell, but
it will not interest many readers who are
unfamiliar with his work. Reddell’s
“safe.” short stories - cmfted in an
almost Victorian manner - till seem
outdated to those who day mperimentel literature. His stories resolve happilyever-after for the characters, thou3h the
historical backdrop often clouds
omblously over the future. several “my
be too sentimental eve” for die-hard fans.
In “Swan Dance,” the most serious
offender, a country SchooReacher pursues
her dream of bebag a dancer; although her
one attempt at stardom fails miserably,
the widowed the&m manager admires her
pluck end asks her to marry him. There
is no credible build-up to such a” implausible proposal.
Caroline Fesant, the dancer in “Swan
Dance,” also demonstrates the trouble
Raddall sometimes has in creedng female
characters. As long as they are as stm”g
as their male counterparts the
chmacterirstion is fme. Once they have
moments of weak”eJs, though. they
become utterly wishy-why. But as Rad-
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dall usuaRy sticks to men or extremely
hardy women, such weak woo~eo are
-.
The Dreamers is by no means experimental, but if one reads the book in the
spirit in which it was written - adventwous historical anecdotes to carry the
reader away fmm his 20th~century
worries-it is very enjoyable. It Use provides ao excellent cros~ecdon of the ordinary people who built Nova Scotia and
hence, Canada. 0

Ey I.&L OLveR
A Sport of Nature, by Nadine Gordimer, Viking (Fengob& 341 pages,
522.95 cloth (ISBN 0 670 81826 7).
IT’S HARD FOR us to imagine what it has
been like, over the past half-century, to
be a white person with civilized views on
race who w%s born and has continued to
live in South Africa. That may sound like

charaetistic Canadian smugness, and
certainly Canada isn’t Utopia in that or
any otber respect. But - with the greatest
respect for the contrary opinion of Chief
Stevenson of the Peguis Reserve - it’s
nothing like South Africa.
In her early stories. collected in The
SolI Voice o/ fhe Serpent (1950) and
Friday’s Footprint (1960), Nadine Gordimer showed us the appalling social
structure of South Africa as it was; her
opposition was implicit, but never came
as close to the surface as Elizabeth
Spencer’s attitudes to Mississippi society
came in her early work, especially in her
powerful 1950 novel A Voice at the Back
Door (recently reissued, by the way, sod
highly recommended). In Gordbner’s
novella of 1966, The Lute Bourgeois
World, the heroine’s son expresses the
fee&s of a white liberal in describing his

discomfort with a school friend:
“No. ~8. he’s always talking about
‘manu’ aod things - and when we gel
hot after soccer he rays we smell like
kaffks. Then when I get fed up he tiks
it’s because I’m offended at him saying
I’m 8kea kaffu-hejml doesn’t understand that it’s ML that atall, what I can’t
standishimcaUiagtkemkaffiiandtalkicgasiftheyvxretheoulynlyonerwhower
smell. He just lacghs and L as nice as
anytblcg.. . . He doesn’t understand.
There’s nothing vnnng in it, tc him. Nearly a8 the boys are like that. You get to
like them a hell of a lot, and then they
say things. You just have to keep quiet.”
ne was lookblg at me fmwiagly, his face
stoical. dismayed, looking for an an-

_._.

but knowing, already. there wasn’t one.
He said, “Sometimes I wish we wue like
other pwple.”
The Late Boumeois World shows the
transitional stag&at the end the woman

PBSKS. inevitably and dangeiously. into
militant act%&. In A Sp&t of km
we are shown a woman in fully fledged
activism; hot this is a woman whose
8Wood made her future militancy seem
far from inevitable. Her course, rather
like Tabitha Bask&t’s in Joyce Gary’s
Herself Surprised, is determined by the
identity of the me” she liws with. And.
like Tabitha. once she enters iota their
worlds she becomes a major power in
them.
Hillela is an outsider in manifold ways.
A member of the white minority, and
within it a member of the Bnglishspeaking minority, she is also nominaIly
named after hex Zidnist.great-grandfatber
Hillel. Her father is a travelling salesmao
who is osually far away; when she WBP ao
infant her mother ran off to live with a
fade sin&r in Mwambique (Hillela’s face
is sospiciously Portogueselookiog) end
lost ail touch with her family.
In Hillela’s childhood and early
adolescence she lived, betweeo terms at
srrAwlican boardingschoolinRhodesiadesia,
with her mother’s sister Olga 4 her wellto-do husband Arthur, both comfortably

acceptant of things as they were, in South
Africa (but occasionally iosking “conAfier b&g expellti fmm school f&
daring a boy she didn’t know was
“coloured,” she went to live with her
earnestly liberal aunt, Pauline, and her
husband .Joe, a banister specializing in
defending people accused of political
crimes. In this Household she WBP loved
hut considered almost as feckless and inm&her. Once she had been found in bed
with Pauline’s and Joe’s son -virtually
her foster-brother - there was nothing
she could do but leave and strike out on
her own.
‘Ihul begins her immasely varied,
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famoos fashion model in Paris). He is
assassinated, and she spends some rime
in Eastern Europe negotiating arms purchases. Later she is taken up by a wmderfully character&d American woman:
She and ha child came to the United
States under the ausplea (that’s the
vocabulary) of a political scientist who
mved Afdca as a new kind of white
hunter. Dr. Lwnie Adlcrtrop’s trophicr
were causes, ex8cr. aid progmpulxs and
black political intrigws. In ha sixlla, in
sacks aad sandals, floral dressed scoop
necked for tke dimate show@ the
weatberedbidedberbo.wmas~wcm
leather cushionr crumpled togcthcr. rbe
bore her trophies from Nigeria. Ghana,
Angola, Mozambique. from Tawacia
and Kenya, fmm little Swariland and

Lesotho, back to America. The uciversky where she bad tenure IU a Distinguished Professor was merely a base.
Tbrougb Leonie, Hillela meets a pleasant and w&by young American liberal,
lives with him, zmd nearly manic8 him.
But she also meets through Leo& an

African general, the once and future
president of 80 emerg@ nation, and it
isfmmhermamiagetohimtbathaeveotual apotheosis comes.
It’s a splendid novel, full of penetrating
observation. witty comment, and
vigorou adventure. I have reservations

about it, but they’re minor. One is that
it’s rather hard work to read. A reviewer
of her first colIection said: “Her attitude
towards language is tbat of a womm
towards the man she low and as a resolt
she winds it round her little finger.”
Today, she plays cat’s cradle with it more
than I like. what she says is beautifidly
expressed. It’s also perfectly clear-on
the second reading. “Paulin& smile
Wi?Zed 8eStti arid.% she Was the On.2

who had to complete these for their inifiaton.” Suppnssing an impulse to send a
sentence like tbis to the New Yorkv for
its How’s That Agaio? Department, I
take a second look and say “Oh, yes, I

see what yo” meao:’ This exercise,
repeated page after page, becomes a little

wearisome.
My second reservation is about the oarrative method, which is to present the
story as a biography of a world-famous

persoo parts of whose past are still
ohscore. Bverynowand tbeoshesaystbat
it isn’t known what IiiUela was doing at

exile !&h her-fust serious
an
ambiguous f.gore who disappears and
leaves her destitute - she marries an
important black revolutionary and bears

biro a daughter (who grows up to be a

_ _._ _ .-._---- ._...._ ---.
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such-and-such a period. This doesn’t sort
well with the many scenes in which an
omniscient narrator tells us not only what
shewasdoingbutwbatshesaid,wbatwas
said to her. and what her innermost
thoughts were..
My fti reservation is that I wish the
author had omitted the last chapter.
wbicb is set in the future and pictures a
fti resolution of the south African
question tbt I gloomily regard as madly
optbnistic. 0
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their tangled relations with their friends,
their parents. their children, and their
men, sometimes husbands. The pages are
swamped with &&ions, hysteredomies,
andbirths-ffarmorebhthsthandeaths.
The Wddon world is peopled with vi*
tims, frequently willing, and tictlmirers.
usually men. beasts and superbeasts,
Sy Rupert Schleder
pampered by the system. As Chloe says:
“We women, we beggars, we scrubbers
The Heart of the Comth~. bv Fav
and dusters. we do the best we can for “I
Weldon, Hutchinson ~eth-&j, 195
and ours.” She adds, however: “We are
pages, $24.95 cloth (ISBN 009 167090
divided amongst ourselves. We have to
for survival’s sake.” So the rrlrmzfr
WHAT
A
COMFORTINO title
The be.
Heart
girl warns: “Female friends are not to be
ofthe Country - with its suggestions of
trusted.” Altogether, the view of life in
“hearts of oak,” home virtues, and solid.
Female Friends is just as devastating as
Fay Weldon’s embodiment of it is
ihose who approach the-&k
fasclnatlng. It’s a shocking, entertaining.
Wddon for the first time. Those who are
seasoned Wddon readers. including a
admirable novel.
R&&dl, wrltten five years later. is just
block of feminists and those who were
as relentless in its view of the chances of
converted by her readings at Toronto’s
wonten in Pay Weldon’s world. Here,
Harbourfmnt, will take up.thll new I%however, two additional elements play
tion with far less assurance of any kind
central parts. Concentrating on Liffey,
of comfort.
the silly, deserted. beleaguered wife.,
The British rmblic has had a bet&r
Weldon, packing details of female
opportunity to’get to know Weldon’s
chemistry and menstruation into a series
. work. Iior output there for the stage, for
of chapters labeled “Inside Liffey,”
radio, and esptially for television traces in clinical terms the procreation
some 35 TV scrims between 1966 and
process from the moment of conception
19&l, including adaptations o Jane &we
and Pride and Prejudice andg, episode
through the nine months to a Caesarean
birth. To the pressure of the outside citfor Upstairs, Lkxvnstahs - continues to
cumstanca presented in Female Friemiv
be prominent. There are also two quite
is added the conditioning to which the
provocative, unorthodox books, Rebecca
foetus is subjected within the womb.
West in the “Lives of Modern Women”
In addition to the male exploiters, inseries and Letters to Alice on the novels
cluding her husband. Liffey ls vic!imized
of Jane Austen.
by the curses and potions of the GlastonThe breadth of her interests and conbury witch. Despite all this, &l&ant surcerns can be attributed in part to her
viva - whioh might seem to offer some
Englishbirth, in 1933, her early years in
glimmer of optbnlsm if it weren’t for
New Zealand, her education in a London
Wddon’s view of the world into which
secondary school, her M.A. fmm St.
the child is projected. The bitterness of .
Andrew University in econotnlcs and
these two novels ls made palatable by the
psychology, and bet subsequent s&s of
sharp observation, the deft constmction,
what she calls “odd jobs and hard times.”
and the stylistic pyrotechnics.
Since 1967 she has had fiction published
These are such brilliant novels that her
regularly - 13 books, with no f&s than
newest fictioo, The Heart of the COWP
three appearing in Toronto within the last
hy. read immediately afterwards. seems
two y&its. 60 of her novels can be
examined as representative: Female
to suffer ln comparison. Here are. once
Friends (1975). her third. and Pqt__ll
more, Glastonbmy Tor. the curse, the
deserted wife-waking from her dream
(1980). her seventh.
in the “nice little bungalow. complete
Both, highly dramatie - fern&
with dream kitchen, picture windows, and
Frien& includes sections of dialogue set
off as if tmrts of a saiot - tiahtly. iatlparquet floors” -the abysmal state of
cat& consKuctEd, poriray ge.&~i!icauy
women. with repeated statistics to prove
the sexual economic imbalance, the
small, selfsontahted tictional worlds, one
Wddon world-view summed up ia the
in London and Essex and one in London
phrase, “the fearful nexus of chaos.”
and Somerset, in the shadow of GlastonThete are, howeva, two chief differbury Tot. Dominating both is a female
narrator, a “voice,” omnipresent, omniewes. First, the ignorant wife learns the
cruel and cunning ways of the world and
scient, treating us not as readers but as
“Iewes the wives and joins the women!’
listeners, now making sweeping,
Bemembaing the title of Wddon’s second
devastating generalizations about life,
novel, Down Among the Women, readers
now jumping in to address her character
will know the &nlIicance of that move
directly as “you.”
Second, the novelist has abandoned ha
In Female Friends, Wddon concen-
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perso”aVimperso”al narrative “voice” It
ls Sonia, in her cubicle in a psychiatric institution, who tells the “tale” as %eative
writing them&’ split when referring to
herself betwem “I” and “she!’
The result, expressed in Sonia’s fre
quenrly hysterical and often foul
langusge, is embodied in the variations
on the novel’s title. Far from being the
wmxst. safest, solidat place., “the heart

of the country” is “the pocket of the
country, . . . mean. spiteful, and
frightened. . . . The heart of the country
is rotten. . . At Glastonbury Tor they
live in the heart of the country in the
shadow of cruise missiles” and a nuclear
plant. The bleakness of Weldon’s view is
summed up by Sonia: “What sort of
future did they have in this worn-oat,
sold-up, clapped-out country.”

Margaret Drabble. Weldon’s conternporary. would seem to imply some hope
in the midst of the Thatcher wasteland,
possibly by a politicsl change, but hez
“Not even a change of govemment could
save it now. Too late..” One wonders
whether, in the savage jungle of the
Weldon world. there ever was time.
Perhaps one shouldn’t read three of Fay
Weldon’s novels in rapid succwsion. 0

For a young girl in a tmubled family
escape fmm the present doesn’t guarantee that
there won’t be problems in the future
By ll7aiy Winslie Smith
IMe. so INExoru.wz in actual life,
is something that tictio” writers particularly fiction writers for
young people - like to play
around with, bend& and adapti”g
it to suit their purposes for plot and
character development. A Handful
of Time, by Kit Pearson (Viking
Kestrel, 186 pages, $11.95 cloth),
is another in B long line o f
children’s timetravel stories.
P&lcla is B” only child whose
parents have just decided to separate. Her
mother, Ruth, the beaotiful but cold and
detached anchorwoman for a television
news program, sends her to a cottage 0”
B l&e in Alberta to stay with an aunt and
uncle and B family of cousins she has
“ever see” before. Patricia is not used to
cottage life-she cannot paddle B canoe,
her feet hurt when she goes barrfoot, and
she does”? like swimming in the cold,
wcdy lake. Her cowlhp despise her
weak”ess and exclude her fmm their
sctivlties. Desperately lonely and unhappy, Patrlcla hides in B small guest
cabin “ear the main cottage and discovers
a” old watch hidden under the floor
boards. When she winds it she travels
bscli 35 years to the time of her mother’s
childhood in the same cottage.
Invisible and unobserved, Patricia
leans to her surprise that the summer ha
mother was 12 she also felt excluded and
ndsundersrood. Slowly Patricia begins to
understa”d some of the factors that made
her mother what she has become - ambltious and successfid, but apparently
unfeeling. This knowledge helps her to
cope with her own problems et the cottzw and eventually leads to her first real
communication with her mother.
This sounds ss if it should be a heartvwml”g story, but it isn’t. The chamcte~~
all share r certain sow selfishness that
prevents the reader from enjoying and
lildng them. Patricia’s psrents are so

absorbed in their own problems that they
seem unbelievably indiffmnt to their
daughter; ha a”nt and uncle, although
the l&e be happy that they are iaddenlngly oblivious to what is really going on
in their family.
There are also undercurrents of
intolerance and prejudice throughout the
book, cxmnpllfied by some of the cottagers’ attitudes toward the Indians on a
n e a r b y - . Pstricia herself ls not free
of these imperfections. Hw cousins are
mea” fo her at first, but when they make
overtures of friendship as the summer
progrrsses she refuses to allow them to
accept her. Instead she come.5 fo prefer
by far her trips to the past when she can
observe the rebellious young Ruth.
Patricia’s grandmother, Ruth’s
mother, is the unpleasant link between the
two times. She is unhappy with her own
life and Patricia sees her nag the Ityearold Ruth relentlessly, trying to form her

Pauida details of her -0’ marital
problems, taking a thinly disguised
spiteful pleasure in it all.
Although by the end of the story
Patricia and hermother have detennlned
to forgive all past gr*va”ces and start
afresh, the reader is left with the uneasy
feeling that the problans of this family
are so deep thaf they will have no easy
solurions.
Using the psst 89 a means fo illuminate
the present is also the worthy goal of
many writers of historical flctio”. Bill
of novels for bung people, following the
adventures of the Bsins family as they
struggle to make thell way in l%h-centwy
Canada. Each novel has at its centre y
important aspect of Canada s
development.
I” previous books the older Bains
children, struggling to make enough
money to keep their family together, have
helped in a lumber camp, joined B fishing
expedition on the Grand Banks. a”d
worked ln B Montreal shbt factory. In the
sixth book in the series, Danger o” the
%wks (Lorbner, 129 pages, $12.95 cloth,
$6.95 _ !xoed,
_ . it is 1875. Men and Jamie
Bains leave Toronto, the s&e of their
previous adventure, and ride the rails to
London in southweswr” Ontario. There
they manage to sign on as cook’s helpers
with the company that is building the
London, Huron & Bruce Railway north
toward Wllham. Running as a thane
throughout Freeman’s books is his conback-breaking labour of many ordinary

young lady. She applies a ttibic double
standard in her trcaunent of Ruth and of
.Ruth’s two older brothers. I” Patricia’s
own time, hex grandmother comes to visit
the family at the lake, srrivi”g like a
malevolent spirit. She rrieJ to pry from

._ ..-. __.. _._ ._..,. *_~~~_-,....._~_.I.~_..l.~I._..-.,__i.__ . --.-_c.___.

In this story, he highlights the efforts of
the railway navvies.
Most people wekmncd the exte”sio” Of
rail services, but in Danger on rhe Tmcb
the Ryan family of Lucao, who run B
stagecoach senice between London and
Exeter, see it as a threat to their
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onth~strcets0fHauf~.

HCh kidoapped
and pressed aboard a ship bound for the
slave trade in the Cluibbeaa. In a terrible storm the cmel captain is killed and
the damaged ship puts into Boston instead. Jeremy end bie friend Pug fl
work tbehere with a printer and his
da&t% v:ho teaches Jeremy to zad nod
vvrlte. At lest be is ready to retum to Nova
Scotia and help set up its fmt newspaper,
which will provide a magic key for the
whole colony.
James’s witin is less polished than
Freeman’s but she too menages to IB
create ao interestlog time and place in
Cenadiao history. Her descriptions of
Halifax’s roogh wvaterfront area are particularly good.

his family. Alone. she sets oat across the

(Lester & Orpen Deooys, 216 pages, 89.9;
paper), set in Smtlaod end Upper Canada
in 1815-1816, ls a story about the mystery
end tremendous strength and detemdnation of the human s&it. The heroine.
15-year-old May Urquhart. is special in
many ways. Courageous, proud, and
resow&l, she ha0 a deep love for her
native HigbIaoda and a gentle and
understaodlog way of deal& with young children and animals. But above all. she
is blewed - or cursed - with se&d
sight. It is becaose of her special gifts that
she can hear in ha home in Scotkmd an
urgent SUmmOUS from D u n c a n , hex
cousin and best friend, who emigrated
four years earlier to Upper Canada with

ween to find and help him.
Her quest brings adventures. bitter
disappointments, and dangers, not the
least from the derk forces that battle for
control of her mind and that threateo to
destroy her. But at last she finds peace in
the New World and the home, love, 8od
protection she needs.
This is a moving and engrosslog story
sod Mary is a strange and attractive
heroine. Loon’s matwe \titing allows her
readers to feel every detail of her oarrat& the harsh beauty of the @blends.
the misery of the ocean crossing, the sufFocaring lonellnese of tie forest and the
wemub of friendships forged in the common struggle for survival. 0
,

While claiming to probe the psychology
of voyeurism, a new novel takes too much delight
In spying on a bedroom etrjpteaee

RED CEcsRBmo’s The Last Hantex
(stoddslt. 241 pages, $23.95 cloth)

might be described as a book that
calls forth superlatives: it is wlthout a doubt the dollest, dumbest
thriller one could ever hope to
avoid. It is not just the novel’s
qwstionable ideological dom&s
-Nazism was the work of a mere
“erimlnal strain” lo 1930s Germany; unregenerate Nab war
aimioaharefarlesstobeabhorred
then KGB agents: to have been anociated
v.iththe”ehicradiealleft”iathe’6aS.w~
tohavebwnrecmitedbytheKGB-that
do this story in, but the sheer boredom
induced by a narrative devoid of any
style, wit, dash. Cederberg’s attempts at
reproducing German, French, and British
acceots are pardculedy awful: “You mus’
llmp . . . an here way guarantees you
shall. You will ‘aye pains io your buttocks
for a while . . . but eet M necessaly.”
Pains in the buttocks, indeed.
The novel’s hem, a 4Olsh newsman
v/hose pot belly and cbmnic heertbom
have lrreslstible aphrodisiac effects on
wisbiog young women, is as believable
as the nermtive’spi&e de n?Wmm: that
Adolf Hitler is alive and well and living
near Ganenoque. Perhaps the only quasiredeeming feature of The LaFI Hunter is
that it most have been es much of a slog
to wite as it is to rrad: any reader interestedinpla.ivirdu~atewillbe.hardpot
to dlscova it in this one.
By contrast. Peter Robloson’s Gallows
View (Viking, 225 pages, 517.95 cloth) ls
an intrigulog ventwe loto the territory of

detective fiction. Yet it’s * troublcrome
text, one that tries to have its cake
(probing the psychology of voyeurism
cat it too (providing the reader
a
voyeur’s-eyeview of attractive womeo
undressing). The book’s opening sectlon
p&d to watch,
the voyeur, a
woman who doesn’t so moth take off her
clothes for the night as perform s striptease, however unwitting.
The sense of complicity this induces is
as dubious as it is uncomfortable.
especielly at the very end of the sectlon,
as the narrator polls back from the voyeur
and his objecVvictlm to repon ‘obje,
tively” the actions of each once tbe
t&h Rqbi&on means-to absolve both

cheap come-on to lure us into the text.
ocrllows yicw is. however. immeoselv
readable, and giv& promise of be&
books to come. One hopes in fuhue for
less unintegmted discourse 0” the beauties
of the Yorksblre dales or the failures of
Britain’s comprehensive schools, fewer
stereotypes - dumpy fembdsts, superlatively sexy “other women” - and a
diminution of narrative tidiness: the
manner in which the various acts and
agents of violeoce are made to tie into a
sufficiently tight bow at the end of
Gallows View strains credibility and dlffuses interest. Yet Robinson’s hem,
unlike Cederberg’s, is a living end
what wgide& port&d: His passion
for opera, for example, seems like iciog
on his psychic cake, but no doubt Robiison will get a betta handle on his
character as he goes along.
Two aspects of this text deserve Particular comment. FM, Robinson ream
to bend ova backwards to rethink the
concept and role of women to the genre
of detective fiction. One may protest that

types by imrbducln8 two &a&e female

narrator and reader by switching point of
view for this reader, at.least, the tactic
doesn’t work. Instead of 8ivin8 us some
affording en essentiai clue tb &e sdlution of the mystery, it functions as a

characters-Inspector Banks’s sensible,
reserved, but congenial wife Sandra, and
the gorgeous, brainy Jenny Poller,
Brinks’s colleagoe - who do not fight
each other like cats over possession of
Banks’s affections, but rather discover in
their mutual roles, as victims of criminal
acts, a traoscendent and impenetrable
form of female solidarity. But Robinson’s
r e f u s a l to reproduce cllch& a Fred

Cederberg takes for granted - wcmen as
cheap-and-dumb sexual convenienca or
else tainted. duplicitous, but still dependent love-interests - is commendable.
The other remarkable aspect of
Galiow.3 view, thrown out toward tbe end
of the novel, Is a commem by Banks on
the social necessity of a concept of evil
to distinguish between good men led
astray in crime, and crbniis who are
born irredeemablv vicious. Much of the

strcngtb of Robinson’s text ties in its
ability to reproduce the dreary look and
heartless fed of contemporary England:
In Gallows View he seems undecided
whether Thatcherland is the source or
innocent stage of adolescent forms of
criminal violence. Should he dedde that
metaphysIcaI and not political evil is the
only heart of this matter, his narrative
might lose the peculiar tion and cornalexitv that distinwish his fmst novel.

A word on the subject of runt Canadian detecdve fiction: for this reader, the
apogee of the genre is still Douglas
Glow’s Precious, a work as elegant as
it Is inteIIIgent. and wbiih succeeds
superbly in the creation of convincing
character, setting and moral atmosphere.
Beside a text Iike Glover’s, Robinson’s
becomes one whose stylistic and conceptual socks need pulling up, and
Cederberg’s simply vanishes. 0

‘Camus said something to the effect that “you
can redeem your life by writing.” I don’t know what
it means, but I like the sound of it’

By Namy WIgston
MwrRY
studied
mathematics and economics at the
University of Bombay before
emigrating in 1975 to Toronto,
where he took a. job In a bank. At
night he studied Bnglish and
philosophy at the UniversiQ of
Toronto. where his fit short story
won the Haa House fiaon co*petition. His first collection, Tales
f-om Firosha Bang (Penguin) is a
series of stories about the Iives
e tenants of a somewhat down-atheel apartment complex, alI members of
Bombay’s ParsI community, of which he
was once a part. Now a Canadian citizen.
he was interviewed in Toronto by Nancy
Wigton:

CHINTON

Rooks IO Canada: Your book is (I
mi&osm ofaparti?tdar mmmunity in
Bombay. The liver you describe ore earmarked by their intensity. Do you think

that this is on Indian rather than o North
Amerlcon charocterLvtic?

RohIntonMIstry: Yes, 1 think so. Lifein
India is more intense, perhaps because IIvhg space is at a premium, so people may
have to wait to many, or live with their
relatives. The extended family means
people are involved In each other’s lives.
BIG: As II member of the Parsi minorky,
do you/eel like an outsidei in the kuger
Indian community?
MIstry: The Parsis are de.tIniteIy a
mb10riQ in India. They number 90,000
in Bombay, about 320,000 in the whole
country. Although In general theParsis
are ateemed. even envied, as a merchant
class - they’ve been c&d the “Jews of
India” - they can aIso become a convenient scapegoat, like any minOriQ. Yet they
are highly adaptable. Since landing in
Gujarat [the ParsIs are Zoroastrians who
fled Islamic persc.cutIon in Persia in 700
A.D.] they’ve been constantly adapting,
adjusting. compromising.
BIG: The Porsis in your book seem
genemlly to howeseen betterdqys; is that
true of the community in geneml?
Mistry: Yes, they’ve been in decIine since

the British Ieft India, in 1947. P&s did
very well’under British rule.
BiC: Genteelpoverty ir o rearring motif

in your stories. and towwd the end of
your book mow slories focus on the
young people who have emigmted to
Canada or who on? about to. Is thb
fypical today?
Mslry: The motive for wnigration is in
the minds of a catah class of people,

educated in a certain way. who grow up
with thii idea - “to go abroad” for
higher studIes, usually. And then to stay,
to have a car. a yacht, and so on. If you
come hack to India you’re considered a
fool. a weak person.
Bit2 One of :he recorrbzg chamcters in
your book is Sorosh, the Porsi boy who

“Canadiatdzes” his nome to Sid. We ore
told about him by Nar#man, II gomdous
old fellow. who entertairu the boys of
Firozsho Baag with the painfully
ludicrous tale of Sid’s failure to adapt to
Canadian ways. The message of “Squatter” seems to be that life in Toronto is
litemlly and symbolially constipating. Is
this what you believe?
Mislryz No, actually I heard about that

experience from someone else. In fact, I
don’t think I’d even be wiling if I were
Ihing in India. I wouldn’t have been
bored enough. the way I was here. I
wouldn’t have been workIcing in a bank,
for one thing. I took math and economics
at the University of Bombay, and - I
don’t know If 1 should teIl this; I mean
touseitinastory-11aasinOrin
those days. Dylan, Simon and Garfunkel
- that kind of music. “Bombay’s Bob
Dylan,” they calIed me. I don’t know if
1 could have made a Living at it - I slso
taught cIassIcaI guitar to beginners-but
1 wouldn’t have been in a bank. for sore.
BIG: You were worklog in II book in
Toronto?

MIstry: Yes. You see, my fIaoc4e was
already here - she had relatives hem.
And when I came my math and
economics degree was evaluated at grade
I2 level only.
BE How did you react to that?

Mistry: I laughed. Then I applied for a
job in a bank and became a customer service rep - you know, the person on the
phone when you call up to bitch about
this charge or that 0” your statement. I’m
sorry if that sounds offensive. In fact it’s
the wrong word to use, since it’s mainly
men who complain. It’s a ma&o thing for
them to do.
BiC: Why did you begin writing?
Mistry: I started evening courses at the
UnivasiQ of Toronto, in EogIIsh and
phjlosophy. I saw an ad in the campus

,

com&ihion. I wrote my

fmt stay for

that, and I won. I think I was lonely. and
writing helped to make my origins clearer.
BLC: A writer who comes to mindinyour
work iv James Joyce. Jehangir, Ihe
"bookworm" 0fPirozsha Baog. is faced
with u#hat seam like o choice between his
girl-friend and II& mother in your story,
‘Ewr&ers. “At h& pwents’ insistem-e~
he goes with them lo see II holy man, Lo
male the au&ion. The cryptic response
issomething about I@ being (I “imp. fill
of webs.” At rhe story’s end lhe boy
dewIs h&ginhjiifndfor h& m&her, and
it seems as lf he is caught in Ihe web of
“*mother Indial, ‘I like the nets that
Stephen Lkdalus flees when he leove~
Ireland.
Misky: India might have been a trap, in

spite of my sin&g success. I was thinkiig about Joyce recently, i” fact. In’ A
Portmil of Ihe A&l ar n Young Mm

Stephen recounts how a” English boy at
his college intimidates him. “The
language was his before it was mine,” he
says. The only time I felt uncomfortable
hrre was in mnversation in, say, a
seminar situation, when I would feel insecure about the language, shy about
making a mistake, or mispm”ouncing a
word. At home we spoke Gujarati, and
I didn’t start English until I was in grade
one.
MC: I” the story about Sid/.%uosh, who
reauns, a lost soul, 10 Bombay after IO
years in Toronto, rk old Pomistopteller
maliciously e.@oins our governmenl’s
policy of muldmd~umlism, concluding
lhal “edtnic .&.!itst another way of~,~~~forergnpr..‘?~Is~~a~mmon

.Rllstty: Yes. “Ethnic” has the same
sound as “alien” to uewcomers to the
States, where yoh’re a resident alien, a
dependent alla. or thelike. It’s a word
that points out differences.
BiC: What Indian writers do you mad?
R!Ilstry: R.K. Narayan and VS. Naipaul.
Naipaul showed me that it’s possible to
“I& your own unique little world the

in “A Ho& for Mr %&as

”

El@: Naipmdiran e&Mote writers too.
He grew up in Trinidad.
Mstry: Yes, but he moved to England

quite early on. For the former colonies
En&d is still an ideal, I suppose. I
might \va”t to go there one day.
EiC: Were any other wrilers imporhmt !o
you?

RIlss Albert Canms. He said something
fo the effect that “you can redeem your
life by writing.” I don’t know what it
means, but I like the sound of it. I ad”&
Americans too, like Saul Bellow snd Bernard Malmnud.
Eiic: Do yotc comider yourmu o Conadlan writer?

R4Wy: I’m not sure what makes a Canadian writer. One’s citizenshi”? One’s
subject matter7
Bit2 Whom do you consider Canadian
iwilers?
_
Mirhyy: I Like JOh” Metcalf, Leon Rook..?.

I like what Metcalf says about government mui the arts, even though I cwrently
have a Canada Council grant myself.
BiC: In yow~7nal story* Kcm’ is makhtg
(I diffieu a&.#ment to hir new and
ro#zeralh?nadngsuburbcrn Tommo aportment building. His pomnls rarely hew
from him, and feel abandoned. Suddenly
a book @f hfi stories crboul Bombay
arriw in the molL delighdng hir parents.
even though he has omiaed the glorious
hislory of Ihe Pa&s. and premnls
presenl-dqy Parsis ILF somewhat cranky
and bigoted. Is Ih& the key to Rohinton
M.iwy?
&&try: It’s the key to the book, but not

It

All Began With Daisy

by Sonia /ones
A dellghtftd uue smry of one couple%
move fmm the dry m the munttyslde

of Nova Scotia and thefr “nexpeaed,
multi-rnllllon dollar success-Pcnlnsula
Fatm Yogurtl
Humoumus, upbeat and
$24.50 cloth,
288

to me, not to the author. 0

A Yellow Raft in
Blue Water
ym. AOA,N unworthy readers have been
treated to a feature article on that
neglected writer John Met& (April).
And agaln. the focus on his opinions is
so strong there is hardly space for a mention of his fiction. Perhaps it is the
exquisite mntrminess of Metcalf that
fascbmtes. On one hand, he raises the
‘Iexpamive”eas” and generosity of Canadian society; on the other, he decries its
literary parochialism. On one hand, he
despises Britain’s stifling classcoasciousness; on the other, he dismisses
Roberts& Davies (such a pamchial
writer) as “middlebrow.”
It seems that what annoys MetcaIfmoat
is not that he has so few readers but that
we few are so slupid. I admit tbat my own
tastesansc.degenemtethatafter15years
of reading his books I am already tiring
of stmi~ that, however stylishly written,
have only one character - and always the
same mean-spirited, egotistical louse.
Cdin Morton
Ottawa

I UWEO YOUR spoof on the writer as
pedant. sycophant, and bully i” the April
issue of Book in Gmada. Some of your
readers might think that Brent Ledger’s
burlesque of John Metcalf went too far,
that such bombast and bwective as the

but nothing was said that Metcalf;
car&g pr-ce in tbe world could not
sustain. Milan Kundera is quoted, in the
same issue, as stating that “great novels
are always a little more intelligent than

qVb4ichaelDonis

Unfor@table. fierce Sara of three
generations of Indian women beset by
hardship and tom by a”gty secrets,
yet bound to@her by the indissoluble
bonds of kinship. A
passionate new novel!

Unabridged Marilyn
byRandaIlRieseandNeaIHitchens
North
m
America’s
o s t celebrated~tar.
Mar@” Monroe. is ~“t”w”otated in
the only book ever m contain every
known fact about her life and tra@c

death.
Mom than 1.5LlO ~t@xles. thousands
of never-published-be&m facts!
$36.95 cloth, 6oS pages,
100 photographs
I95 Allstate Parkway,
Markham, Ontario
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their authors.” Metcalf, a fine writer.
seems detemdned to prove Ku”de@s
claim a” understatement - it is only
fitting, the”, that he should be the centre
of such splendid ridicule. I enjoyed the
“profile” immensely: Ledger’s Metcalf
rivals as a whlvhining graceless ass the
pathetic hero of Metcalf’s own fiction,
General Ludd. Well done.
John Moss
Verona, Ont.
OPF THE RAILS
IN HIS P.E”,~w of ~~i.rtlestop: A Journey
Across Cmada (May) Greg Gormick has
slammed L book that Gcorgc Gait did not
v&e and did not ever intend to write.
Whistlestop is not * history of or
reference work on the Canadian rail
passenger system. If Cionnlck had take”
eve” a cursory glance at the flap copy, he
about what tid of book Whist/&p is.
And if his g&es weren’t tinted a bright
shade of sour grape, he might have bee”
able to wlte a more relevant review.
Whistlestop might not please the
Tourism Industry Association. It is “ot
an attanpt to paint yet another pretty pl*
tore of this country. and that ls a” essential part of the book’s appeal. George
Gait travelled off the beaten path and
experienced aspects of our culture not
see” by the ordinary traveIler. Often
humorous and sometimes eccentric,
Whhisrlerrop will appeal to the literate, inteUii.mt reader who appredates a wellexecuted sentence and a” unusual
perspective.
Tanya Long
Senior Editor
Methuen Pobllcatlons
Toronto
EL,ZABETH gwar was beautiful and she
was from a wealthy family. Yes. It is to
her credit that she tried the whole of her
adult life to overwme these obstacles to
understullng the world around her. She
may have been s&ii, shemay have been
“arclsslstlc - certainly she was a *“IvIvor. and certainly she was loyal to her
friends. She was generous. l” partlcolar
with the encouragunent and the plogs she
gave to other writers. 1 think she WBS also
the little girl who “ever learned how to
say “6. When she cane back to Canada
for those few years before she died, I can
remember no time when she evex turned
down a” invitation for dinner. for a
drink, for a reading, for anything - she
al\vays said yes, and, I think, felt guilty
about this weakness. If she said she
\*vanted to shut herself up for three days
to write. everyone - her students, her
friends - thought they were excluded
from the plea for solitude.
Audrey Thomas, in her April feature

__I.._ .

Rview of Necawy Secrets. contends that
that drink is more a” acknowledgenxnt
of despair than a weapon against it. I
think that .EIizabeth Smart’s own
responses to despair were love and art.
Perhaps because of her obsesslve”ess (she
she did, eve” into her drinking), she
found it almost impossible to write and
! love at the same time, and spent her life
tryhtg to reco”cilc what she saw as two
opposing forces witbin her. “To be in a
very o”fa”i”l”e, very u”lovi”g state ls the
dwperate need of anyone trying to write”
- as Audrey Thomas so aptly quotes in
ha review. Whol Blimbeth Smart loved,
it was for keeps. She harboored no resentabsol;tely eve$hing.
of love is convatlonal - certahdy it
fulfih a Chrlstlan ideal. I” any case, the
fierceness with which she loved was not
conventianal - at least not in a Waspiih
world.
It is possible that she shirked in fub
filling her talents e a titer. If so. this
lack may have had to do with despair,
with a lack of personal self-worth,
to self-d&tructio”- - & to a
;md
combination of all of theseelements. But
BlImbeth Smart was not a lazy person,
artlstlcally or otherwise.
She had great artistic integrity. She
wrote, rewrote, mvmte, and rewrote
again. and again. In The Assumption of
the Rogues and Rascals there is not one
careless word, not one word she did not
mea” to be there. We have had to put up
with so ma”v mvths surrounding
BlIzabeth Smart - tie Myth of the Oni
Bumine Love. the Mvth of the Uofortiving Mo?her 1 now are we gol”g to h&e
to deal with the Mytb of the Writer’s
Laziness as well?
Jacqueline Dumas
Edmonton
THE OFFICIAL TRUTH
As usua. I’m miffed with the selection
of Best First Novel (April). Joan Barglass - could any mere male get a book
by this woman? I suspect, were Shakespeareuoder her go”, she would describe
Hamlet as a typical male teen with overactive hormones and a oerse.cutlon
complex.
Barfoot reinforces what I’ve come to
believe lately, that writing one’s own troth
will not do in this country. One must
write OffXal Troth. As a writer (female)
I despair for freedom of speech and the
survival of literature.
I’m with Timothy Findley. Buck on
7lmday gets better every time it’s read;
a book you lend to friends who the” go
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out and boy their own copies. A hell of
a book. But men’s woes are no longa
valid, no matter how well written. My
only consolation (Gilmow’s too. I
imagine.) is that contests come and go.
Great wrIti”g lasts.
Mary Ellen Csamer
Toronto
NORTHERN MAGUS
WE IN ScANDmA”L4 got a chuckle out of
Robertson Davies’s conunents on the
popularity of his own books in the North
(“Writer’s Writers,” January-February).
We thoroughly enjoyed making the
acqual”ta”ce of that brilliant writer and
unique personality when he toured Scandinavia last autumn. The intmriew with
Davies that I did for the Danish daily in
which I write book reviews received
praise: Davies’s conune”ts on Canadians,
CanLit, etc. evoked an affbdty wltb us.
The Deptford trilogy is doing beautlfidly
in D-ark. as are books by Alice
Munro, Margaret Atwood, Aritha van
Herk. and Margaret Laurence, whom the
Da”= till miss too.
Danish TV has just produced a special
program on CanLit - with interviews
with Roth carrier and myself. May your
government continue to send Canadian
writers and their books abroad: their
presence has made an explosivedifference
in awareness of CanLit and Canada.
Ellen Bick M&r
Copenhagen, Denmark

THE FOWWMO Cmmdian books wae
reviewed I” the previous issue of Books
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
necessarily reflect the reviews:
FICTION

Squatten’ Island, by W.D. Barcur, Oberon
Press. Because of the strange beauty a”d
intensity of its language, Sguattms Istand
is not my marling. yet it remains a rem&abkacblevement: a furl novel that docs not
maely pmmke but also de&a a great deal.
NON-FICTION
The Solitary Outlaw, by B.W. Pow, Lester
& Orpen Damys. A wild and bmmdng book
about five men who stand outside the laws
of masr culture - Wyndham Lewis, Marshall McLuban. Pierre Trudeau, Gleua
Gould, and Ellas cane”l - r&es the qua-

don not only of the survivalof our national
culture but the survival of SuIIure at all.

POmRY
Power to Move, by Susan Gllckma”.
Vticule Press. Meant to dbllusion - not
intbemclancholy,ne@vesaseoftbcword
but in the spirit of its litaal meanin& “to
set t%ee fmm pleasant but mistaken beliefs”
- GllCkma.n’S second collecdo” f& some
fine poefly in familiar landxapes.

The
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recently we’ve
noticed a couple of slogans on passing vehicles that caught our fancy: in
fum country. on *veterinary-supplies
truck, “We take care of each udder”
and (rve’re not making this up) on a
moving van, “Fluke Transport. If it’s
on time, it’s a Fluke.” Readers are invited to compose appropriate slogans
for such well-known real institutions
as Canada Post, the Conservative
Party, the Toronto Maple Leafs, and
the like. The prize is $25. Deadline:
September 1. Address: CanWit No.
121, Books in Gmada, 366 Adelaide
Street East, Toronto MSA 3X9.
ON O”R TR.4”Et.s

Rcsulls of CanWit No. 119

REQUEST for neolo&ms based
on the names of politicians and other
OUR

well-known Canadians produced only
a smattering of invective. The winner
is Odymar Vingo of Toronto for a #St
of definitions that includes:
Bouey: To sustain at a desired level. as

Fio0

for example, a currency.
Dl Selectively hard of hearing; by extadon. unable U) read the wltin~ on the
wall.
Mlrvlsh (or Remlrvll): To restore to
or;% splendour. as for aample. a

Please give ussixGks
advance notice if possible. Enclose
the Bookin Canada mailing label
giving your old address and write
your newadi;&ein thespace

Amlelmle: C&gale 0; crlticlze tierecly
with tbealmofpurtingm tberlght (i.e.
far right) path.
Clmwloq: Great rrstralnt in self-deface.
Unwillingness to hurt seriously one’s
attaoker. while stolcauy absorbing ids
blows.

:
:
:

:

Cnney: A smooth talker.
Jelloek: To gawk al sporting evcntr.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

- Alec McBwen, Ottawa

To loughred: To mve people’s money and
run.
To go for P Berton: To mvrlte the same
book for higher gain.
- Barry Baldwin, Calgary

:
:

L

I
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Another result of my . . . flitting . . . is that Air Canada usually shows a
profit. . . . Take Dr. Foth from its accounts and it is reduced to the revenues
of Air Liberia. I will be crushed if my suitcase is not eventually bronzed and
mounted in the People’s Republic Airline boardroom. .
- AUan Pothaingham. Malice In Blunderland (Key Porter)

T~S FOI.IX)\\‘ING Canadian books have
been received by Books in Camda in
recent weeks. Inclusion in this list does
not preclude a review or notice in a future
issue:

:
:
:
:
:
:

:

:

:
:

:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

:
:

:
:
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Tick the ap mpriate box below.
A one-year sugscription in Canada is
$14.95.OutsideCanada-$1795.

0

RENEWAL
0 NEWS”BSCRlPllON

0 PAYYEIENCUISEO
0 BILLME

-.--_.-..- - --.. - ._.._
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A. Environmental
%3lVlSt
organwioa

--

By Mary D. Trainer

When properly filled in, the letters in the box form a quotation from a Canadian book. Find the letters by solving the
clues below and writing the answers in the numbered spaces
provided. Then transfer the letters from the spaces to the
appropriate squares in the box. The first letters of each
answvered clue form the name of the author and the title of
the book. (Solution next month.)

The solution lo Acmsflc No. 6 crppms on page II.

._--

K. Value obtained
with IRUe effort:
2 WdS.
L. Canada belongs to
this 4&member
arwdstion
M . t9t9t;unoy4 wds.
N. Affectionate name
applied to Nfld.
railway: 2 wds.

8. Toronto law
school: 2 wds.

0. Prairie folk artist

C . Domestkatal

P. Bringing nothing:
hyph. wd.

D.

Centre of Nova
SC&a fishing
industry
E . Erase
F. Communicated
G . La+dor festival
Ii. F,g time idly:

1.

Birth control plan:
2wds.

R . Flattenour:
2 wds.
S. Period of warm
weather in late
falk 2 rds.
T. Gold medal
winner In
swimming, 1984

V. Understood

---._- -.__..

I
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Books in Canada. Canada’s award-winning book review magazine

comes to you nine times a year. Each issue is crammed with book reviews,
author profiles, interviews, columns, and interesting natures
on the world of books in Canada.
Subscribe now and not only will you save 15% on the newsstand price
but you’ll also receive a copy of our anniversary poster specially designed by
Jacobson Fernandez for our 15th anniversary in 1986.
A subscription costs $14.95 a year and guarantees that each and every
issue will be delivered to your door.
Fiil in the coupon below, rush it to us and we’ll make sure
you receive the next issue of Books in Canada and your free copy
of our anniversary poster.
._~~__________________________~~~~~~__~~~~__~~~~~~~~~.
SLSII my subscription to Book in
Canada immediately and send
me a free anniversary poster.
,Rn,.r.lr,ur ,lnnl> qql,urblrmnru”nJun I

See us for details
on our “Look Who’s
Contest . . .

JOIN US
AT OUR SPECIAL CBA

““CANAIDMN ILJIWNG
DIESSEWT FESTIIVAL”
COME BY OUR BOOTH (101.10-i)
FOR YOUR PERSONAL INVITATION

